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Abstract 

 

Smart home systems (SHS) have become an increasingly important technology in 

modern life. Apart from safety, security, convenience and entertainment, they offer 

significant potential benefits for the elderly, disabled and others who cannot live 

independently. Furthermore, smart homes are environmentally friendly. SHS 

functionality is based on perceiving residents’ needs and desires, then offering services 

accordingly. In order to be smart, homes have to be equipped with sensors, actuators and 

intelligent devices and appliances, as well as connectivity and control mechanisms. A 

typical SHS comprises heterogeneous services and appliances that are designed by many 

different developers and which may meet for the first time in the home network.  

The heterogeneous nature of the systems, in addition to the dynamic environment in 

which they are deployed, exposes them to undesirable interactions between services, 

known as Feature Interaction (FI). Another reason for FI is the divergence between the 

policies, needs and desires of different residents. Proposed approaches to FI detection and 

resolution should take these different types of interaction into account.  

Negotiation is an effective mechanism to address FI, as conflicting features can then 

negotiate with each other to reach a compromise agreement. The ultimate goal of this 

study is to develop an Agent-Based Negotiation Approach (ABNA) to detect and resolve 

feature interaction in a SHS. A smart home architecture incorporating the components of 

the ABNA has been proposed. The backbone of the proposed approach is a hierarchy in 

which features are organised according to their importance in terms of their functional 
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contribution to the overall service. Thus, features are categorised according to their 

priority, those which are essential for the service to function having the highest priority.  

An agent model of the ABNA is proposed and comprehensive definitions of its 

components are presented. A computational model of the system also has been proposed 

which is used to explain the behaviour of different components when a proposal to 

perform a task is raised. To clarify the system requirements and also to aid the design and 

implementation of its properties, a formal specification of the ABNA is presented using 

the mathematical notations of Calculus of Context-aware Ambient (CCA), then in order 

to evaluate the approach a case study is reported, involving two services within the SHS: 

ventilation and air conditioning. For the purpose of evaluation, the execution environment 

of CCA is utilised to execute and analyse the ABNA.  
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1.1 Introduction  

Smart home systems (SHS) are an implantation of ‘Context-aware System’ (CAS) [1] 

which is a general term denoting various systems such as smart homes, smart hospitals, 

smart transportation and smart vehicles. The common aspect to all such systems is their 

ability to adapt their behaviour to the current context without user intervention [2]. 

SHS gradually become an important technology in today’s life [3]. Apart from safety, 

security, convenience and entertainment, they offer significant benefits for the elderly, 

disabled and others who find it difficult to live independently [4]. What is more, SHS are 

environmentally friendly through carefully managing energy consumption [5].  

The SHS results from the need to take what were once a number of separate devices 

designed to improve the home and integrate them into a distributed system [6], so that 

these devices can work together to provide services to residents. Such integration of 

services provides an intelligent response to residents’ preferences for different aspects of 

home automation [7].  

Although there is a variation in the number of the presented services, typical SHS consists 

of several services such as security, power management and climate control [8]. 

Normally, these services are provided to multiple users who represent the residents of the 

house.  

The functionality of the SHS is driven by two major constraints services goals and 

resident preferences. Each service when function aims to reach its target by utilising some 

features. For example, in the case of high temperature, climate control is triggered to keep 
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temperature under certain level by utilising some features such as switching on air 

conditioner and closing doors and windows.  Resident preferences, also referred to in this 

research as user policies, are resident desires in the services which are provided to them 

include events and their associated features to be performed [4]. The resident policy is 

user-defined information that can be used to modify the behaviour of a system [5]. For 

example, in the event of security threat, several features will be triggered according to 

resident policy and also in the preferred sequential order, such as call a designated 

number, make alarm go off and alert the police.  

Feature Interactions (FI) is a situation where a number of services work properly in 

isolation, but exhibit undesired behaviour when combined [9]. Although, the 

phenomenon of undesirable interactions between components of a system can occur in 

any dynamic software system [10], the problem in SHS is more complex because system 

behaviour is modified by several policies and also because smart home systems include 

multitude of features which may conflict with each other. The undesirable interaction 

which is result in the variation of resident’s policies is called policy-based interaction 

while service interaction is raised when features within services conflict with each other.     

According to the literature, there are some existing researches that have been carried out 

in order to detect and resolve FI in SHS. These researches falls into three categories, 

namely off-line (before deploying the system), on-line (at run-time) and both together. 

The mechanisms adopted have varied and most of the researches have targeted only one 

type of FI, i.e. service interaction [11] or policy-based interaction [12], [13], [14], [15]. 
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Although some work has targeted both types [16], [17], the negotiation approach to reach 

a compromise has not yet been adopted. The significance of such approach is that instead 

of prioritise residents or services when undesirable interaction is detected, it would rather 

seek a compromise enabling services with conflicting features or contrary residents’ 

policies to work simultaneously. To promote the compromise between involved parties, 

one common approach is to utilise Multi-agent Systems (MAS) parallel with negotiation 

approach [18]. On the other hand the importance of features toward the functionality of a 

service has to be hierarchized to allow compromise.   

Accordingly, the main aim of this research is to present a flexible Agent-Based 

Negotiation Approach (ABNA) to detect and resolve FI in SHS. This can be achieved by 

developing an agent-based architecture for SHS components and presenting an algorithm 

which utilise features hierarchy to reach a compromise for any possible interaction.   

1.2 Motivation  

In addition to the dynamic environment in which the SHS is to be deployed in and 

the heterogeneous nature of the constituent services and appliances, another cause of 

feature interactions is the likelihood that residents will differ in their policies. Hence, 

proposed approaches to FI detection and resolution should take into account the different 

types of interaction. A review of related work shows that most of the proposed approaches 

are type-based. In other words, approaches that can detect and resolve policy-based 

interaction cannot do the same for service-based interaction. For example, the work in 

[15] uses a priority mechanism to successfully detect and resolve interactions that result 
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from conflict between a parent’s policy to switch off entertainment devices after 11 pm 

and the son’s policy to activate such a device at 1 am, but this approach cannot deal with 

service-based interactions, such as the security service triggering the blinds to be lowered 

while the energy management service simultaneously tries to raise them. 

In addition to the priority mechanism mentioned above, other mechanisms can be 

adopted to resolve FI, such as compromise and negotiation. Negotiation is an effective 

approach, by which conflicting features can negotiate with each other to reach a 

compromise agreement. For example, if one service requires a light to be switched off 

and another requires it to be switched on at the same time, a negotiation mechanism can 

be implemented to help these services reach an agreement to keep the light on but not at 

full brightness. Agent-based technology, which is recommended to facilitate negotiation 

between different entities in an SHS, has so far been employed for FI in 

telecommunications systems but not in smart homes. 

 

1.3 Problem Description and Research Question 

There are several services such as entertainment, healthcare and climate control 

which are presented to multiple residents in single SHS, and each of which may have 

several features. Within the entertainment service, for example, the function of the home 

cinema service is not only to show films but also to adjust the room settings by controlling 

several devices such as lights, curtains and speakers, creating an ideal atmosphere for 

watching films. If such a service runs in isolation at a particular time, its features will 
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operate optimally. This principle also applies where only one resident is utilising a 

particular service, in which case all of its features will operate optimally in response to 

the resident’s preferences. However, most of the time more than one service needs to 

function or more than one resident are making requests. Hence, there are potential 

conflicts because multiple services are using the same device, multiple users are using the 

same service or multiple users of a particular service have conflicting policies. In each of 

these cases, undesirable interaction, i.e. FI, may occur between the features of the services 

concerned. 

To address and resolve such conflicts within the same service and between services 

in terms of the features that they use, the aim of the present proposal is not for a service 

to disable a feature in order to fulfil the request of one resident rather than another, or to 

prioritise one service over another, such as in the solutions proposed by [13], [15], but 

rather to reach a compromise by allowing two conflicting services to run simultaneously 

with slightly less efficiency, which is more desirable than totally disabling one service in 

favour of another. This thesis thus presents a flexible Agent-Based Negotiation Approach 

(ABNA) to detect and resolve feature interactions in SHS. 

Taking into account that FI between services could result from the functions of the 

services themselves or as a result of the diversity of residents’ preferences, the main 

question addressed by this research is: 
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 How can two or more services within a smart home system be 

enabled to work simultaneously despite some of their features 

conflicting with each other? 

 

The main aim of the study is to address the question above. However, in order to 

fulfil the requirements of the proposed solution, two sub-questions can be formulated as 

follows:  

 How can the proposed solution be made applicable to both policy-based 

and service-based interactions?      

 How can the proposed solution be formally analysed using an adequate 

formal notation? 

  
  

1.4 Research Methodology 

The methodology used in this work is constructivism, a standard scientific research 

method which allows the development of a new solution for an identified problem using 

cumulative knowledge in the field [19]. In other words, a constructivist solution is not 

discovered; rather, it is developed by using existing knowledge [20]. However, it is 

difficult to carry out a constructive study without good knowledge in the field of study, 

especially the structure of the available material in that field. Therefore, an early stage in 

any such study is to obtain this knowledge [21].             
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The methodology of the present research comprises four work packages, which 

involve conducting a literature review, then presenting the proposed architecture, 

elaborating the formal specification and evaluating the work.  

 

 Work package 1: Research background 

The first stage was to review the relevant literature on all aspects of the 

research question. The resources utilised include books, articles and digital 

libraries.     

 Work package 2: Framework 

The next step was to design and present a framework to capture the objectives 

of this research, on which the rest of the work in this thesis would be based. During 

this stage, the researcher explored the limitations of existing work on the detection 

and resolution of feature interactions in smart home systems, in order to specify 

the objectives and requirements of the proposed solution.   

 Work package 3: Formal specification 

The third package was an investigation of the available formal methods in 

order to design a mathematical notation and generate the formal specifications of 

the agent-based negotiation approach.     

 Work package 4: Evaluation 

Finally, a case study within smart home systems was selected, then modelled 

and formalised using the abovementioned formal method. The properties of the 

ABNA were analysed using the execution part of the selected formal method.   
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1.5 Measures of Success 

The success of the research presented in this thesis is measured in terms of the 

following criteria:      

 The ability of the ABNA to deal with both service-based and policy-based 

interactions. 

 Giving careful consideration to the implications of time constraints during 

negotiations.  

 The ability of the ABNA to support scalability in terms of services and of 

residents.   

 The ability of ABNA of avoiding deadlock during negotiation process.   

1.6 Thesis Structure 

This thesis comprises seven chapters. The following paragraphs offer brief 

descriptions of the remaining ones. 

Chapter 2: Literature review  

The literature review first provides an overview of context-aware systems, beginning 

by defining context, then examining its benefits, the capturing and modelling of context, 

and context awareness. Secondly, there is an investigation of smart home systems, 

including definitions of the smart home, smart home subsystems, connectivity, 

middleware standards and SHS architecture. The final part of this chapter is dedicated to 
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feature interactions, giving a description of the problem and investigating the detection 

and resolution of FI. 

Chapter 3: Preliminaries 

The third chapter explains the use of CCA and the reasons for using this formal 

method to model the ABNA. It also describes multi-agent systems and justifies their use.  

Chapter 4: Agent-based negotiation approach for smart home systems  

Chapter four proposes an SHS architecture and sets out the components of the 

ABNA. The notion of features hierarchy is presented and the functionality of the ABNA 

is explained.  

Chapter 5: Computational model and formalisation in CCA 

The next chapter discusses the formalisation of the ABNA using CCA. Before 

introducing the formalisation process, it presents a computational model.  

Chapter 6: Case study and evaluation   

The first part of this chapter analyses an SHS case study, limited for simplicity to 

two services: ventilation and air conditioning. It explains how to employ the ABNA to 

solve conflict between the two services and how to model it using CCA. There is then an 

evaluation of the approach based on the case study and the simulation, using the execution 

environment of CCA.   

Chapter 7: Conclusion and future work  
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The final chapter summarises the results of the research and draws appropriate 

conclusions, then makes suggestions for future work to go beyond the boundaries of our 

proposed approach.  

 



 
  

 

Chapter 2 
 

2 Literature Review  

Objectives 

 Present a review of literature on context, context-awareness and 

context-aware systems 

 Investigate feature interaction problems 

 Provide an overview of smart home systems 
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2.1 Introduction 

This study involves the development of an agent-based negotiation approach 

(ABNA) for the detection and resolution of feature interactions in smart home systems 

(SHS). This chapter offers a review of the literature related to context and context-aware 

systems, with a particular focus on capturing context and modelling context-aware system 

architecture, which is necessary for the development of the proposed ABNA. There is 

also a review of SHS and smart home subsystems, which includes what has been written 

about SHS architecture and connectivity, and the middleware of such systems. 

Importantly for this study, there is a presentation of the literature pertaining to feature 

interactions, comprising a general overview followed by a more detailed presentation of 

the associated problems which the system developed in this study proposes to solve; 

finally, feature interactions are discussed in the context of SHS followed by a critical 

review for some related works. 

2.2 Overview of Context-aware Systems 

2.2.1 Context 

In general use, the word ‘context’ tends to be vague, because everything in the world 

exists or occurs in a certain context [22]. Similarly, in the field of ICT, it is not easy to 

define context, as it takes different forms and can refer to a variety of things. Its meaning 

is different in certain context-aware applications from that which applies to other 

applications; hence, when trying to define context, researchers are influenced by their 

research domain. One such definition of context is as “knowledge about the user’s and IT 
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device’s state” [23], while another is as the set of environmental states that determine the 

behaviour of an application [22]. Context has also been described as the elements of the 

user’s environment that the computer knows about [24]. Other researchers have gone into 

greater detail, stating that “context is any information that can be used to characterise the 

situation of an entity. An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to 

the interaction between a user and applications including the user and applications 

themselves” [25].  

Context can be described by citing examples of it, according to a study by [23], who 

distinguish three categories of context. These are the physical context, which refers to any 

environmental variables affecting an entity, such as temperature, lighting and sound level; 

the user context, which relates to information that characterises the user or assists in 

identifying him or her, such as the user’s profile, voice, location and social situation; and 

finally, the computing context, which concerns the availability and properties of IT 

sources, such as connectivity, communication bandwidth and printers. Another study [22] 

proposes a fourth category, the time context, which could be the current time, day, week 

and so on; this is an important variable for many context-aware applications. 

2.2.2 Capturing Context 

The diversity of context requires context-aware applications to capture sufficient 

contextual information in order to understand the situation of an entity. For example, to 

determine a person’s current social situation, such as attending a meeting or being in a 

classroom, the context-aware application needs to know the person’s current location and 

the current time, along with his or her calendar [22]. 
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The most basic level of context awareness is to capture what it is in a given situation 

[26]. This process is referred to as capturing context, or contextual sensing. Two major 

attributes should be considered when dealing with context: context type and context value 

[2]. Context type refers to the category of context, such as light, movement or 

temperature, while context value refers to the unit or identifier, which describes the 

context type. For example, light is described by whether it is on or off, or by its intensity, 

and temperature is described by degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit. For some context-aware 

systems, context types and values are not sufficient, so in these cases other attributes may 

be added; thus, for some context-aware applications, the temperature is not significant 

unless it is coupled with a time stamp that shows the date and time at which the attribute 

was sensed. 

Context is captured via sensors, which most people understand to mean hardware or 

equipment; however, sensors are divided into three categories: physical, virtual and 

logical [2]. Physical sensors are the hardware devices that are used to capture physical 

data, examples of which are an illuminometer to measure illumination, an infrared 

detector to sense movement, a camera to sense visual context, such as movement and 

object recognition, a microphone to detect audio context, GPS to detect location and a 

thermometer to measure temperature. Virtual sensors are the mechanism by which data 

are acquired via software applications, for example, by using physical sensors such as 

face or voice recognition and active badges. Lastly, logical sensors are a combination of 

physical and virtual sensors used to solve higher tasks. For example, voice recognition 

and the browsing of daily schedules can be used to control the light in a room; thus, the 
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light intensity could be adjusted to ‘read mode’, depending on the occupant and his or her 

activity inside the room.  

2.2.3 Context-aware Systems 

In the development of computing technology there have been three main eras: the 

development of mainframe computing, i.e. one computer shared by many users; then the 

personal computing era, where each user has their own computer; and finally, the era of 

pervasive/ubiquitous computing, which features many computers for one user [27]. We 

currently live in the third era, where the advanced technology of the microprocessor 

industry and the gradual improvement of communications have made it possible for 

computers to be embedded in the environment. 

Context-aware systems were introduced for the first time in 1992 [2]. It was when 

Active Badge Location System was revealed [28]. That system drew attention to the idea 

that a computer system is identified as being context aware if it can capture its 

surrounding environment and adapt its behaviour accordingly, without human 

interference [2]. Pascoe asserts that for a system to be context aware, it has to have the 

ability to sense, detect, interpret and respond to the nearby context [26]; similarly, study 

[25], [29] claims that the functionality of context-aware systems is based on three 

fundamental tasks: sensing the context, reasoning about contextual information and then 

acting on it. A more user/service-focused view of context-awareness defines a context-

aware system as one that uses its context to provide relevant information and/or services 

to the user, where the relevance of the information depends on the task required to be 

performed by the user [25]. 
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Connectivity is another essential aspect of context-aware systems, as they comprise 

several devices that provide multiple services and thus depend on a network. Network 

media can be a combination of network technologies, either wired or wireless; the only 

essential consideration when constructing the network is whether it is adequate for the 

purpose of the system. The answer to this varies according to the services desired, the 

devices involved and the area to be covered by the CAS.  

Advanced CAS applications act in a similar manner to pervasive computing, in that 

they require the involvement of three converging ICT technologies, namely devices, 

connectivity and user interfaces [27]. Devices fall into three categories. The first is 

sensors, used as input devices to monitor and detect context. The second is processors, 

which interpret and analyse the context. These may be integrated processors, which 

normally perform simple functions such as light activation, or non-integrated processors, 

which carry out more complex tasks involving data and the control of multiple devices. 

The third category of devices is actuators, used to respond to the acquired context; they 

can physically alter the environment, such as by switching a light on or off, or may take 

the form of delivering information to another element of the system [27]. 

There are several varieties of domain where CAS is implemented and its applications 

are deployed, such as smart spaces, e-learning, traffic systems and healthcare. However, 

context-aware applications are commonly categorised into three classes, which clarify 

how to use context to provide services and information in CAS [27], [30], [31]: 
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 Presenting information and services: refers to applications that maintain either the 

user’s contextual information or a selection of several actions that perform services 

for him or her.  

 Automatic service execution: refers to applications that act on behalf of the user 

to trigger a command or perform a service according to changes in context.  

 Attaching context information: refers to applications that tag captured data with 

relevant contextual information in order to retrieve them later. 

 

Figure 2-1: Types of control panel [32] 

An important aspect of CAS is the user interface, which represents the point of 

contact between human users and the CAS. Controlling the CAS enables users to 

configure the system for the first time and to choose their own preferences and system 

policies in general. Users interact with the system in two different ways. First, the user 

may control the system using a control panel, which can be an independent device or a 

PDA software interface (Figure 2-1). Secondly, interfaces may be used to obtain sensory 

information about the user as an input source for the context-aware system. In addition to 
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responding to gestures or the presence of the user, the system may have the ability to 

identify the user using voice or face recognition. Such information is fundamental to e.g. 

smart space access control systems [33], which are necessary for the system to be capable 

of accomplishing its functions.  

2.2.4 Context Modelling  

Once the context has been captured, the next step that needs to be addressed is the 

modelling of the context, which enables a CAS to understand the context information and 

put it into a meaningful form. There are a number of different context modelling 

approaches, six of which have been distinguished, as in [34]: 

1. Key-value model: the simplest context-modelling approach, using key-value pairs 

to model context. For example, context type: temperature; value: 23.  

2. Markup scheme models: a hierarchical data structure consisting of tags with 

attributes and contents.  

3. Graphical model: a context-modelling approach, which uses Unified Modelling 

Language (UML) to represent context information graphically. There is also an option 

to use Object-role Modelling (ORM) for the same purpose. However, UML is more 

efficient in deriving an entity relationship model for the context in order to structure a 

relational database in the context management system architecture [29]. 

4. Object-oriented model (OOM): a modelling approach which uses the object-

oriented technique and benefits from the main advantages of OOM – namely, 

encapsulation, reusability and inheritance – to cover some of the problems arising from 

the dynamics of the context in CAS.  
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5. Logic-based model: here, rules are used to define different types of facts, contexts 

and expressions. This approach has a high degree of formality, as it is common in 

logic-based models. An example of this approach is the Sensed Context Model 

proposed in [35]. In this study first-order predicate logic is used as a formal 

representation of contextual propositions and relation.  

6. Ontology-based model: used to specify the concepts and interrelations of the 

context, which is useful in the reasoning process, as will be explained in the following 

sections. Context-broker architecture (CoBrA) is a good example of modelling using 

the ontology-based approach [36].   

2.2.5 Context-aware System Architecture  

System functionality is a significant issue that has to be considered when constructing 

a CAS architecture and several architectures have been proposed for CAS. Some of these 

are briefly described below in order to illustrate how the system acquires the context and 

then provides services to the user after analysis: 

 Layered conceptual framework [2], [37]: This is a general framework 

consisting of five layers, as shown in Figure 2-2. The lowest is the physical layer, 

which is concerned with acquiring context information via sensors (physical, virtual 

and logical). The second is the raw data layer, which is responsible for maintaining 

the retrieval of raw context data. It works as a coordinator between the physical layer 

and the upper layers, in which it hides the unnecessary details in order to enable 

smooth data exchange between system components. For example, instead of using an 
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active badge to recognise the residents of a house in an SHS, voice recognition can 

be used without any major modification or configuration. The third layer is the pre-

processing layer, which is concerned with transforming the captured data into 

meaningful and useful information [29]. The pre-processing layer is not implemented 

in every CAS; it is likely to be used only when the decision or services to be provided 

are based on the aggregation of multi-context data. For example, the opening of blinds 

in the living room is based on multi-context data, such as occupant preferences, time 

of day, TV mode and so on. The fourth layer is the storage and management layer, 

which organises and presents the gathered data via a public interface to the client. 

There are two different ways in which the client can gain access to this data: 

synchronous and asynchronous. In the synchronous method, the client communicates 

with a server using a request and response method, whereas in the asynchronous 

method, the client subscribes to specific events of interest so as to be notified when 

they occur. The synchronous technique consumes more resources; consequently, the 

asynchronous method is better, particularly when there are rapid changes in the 

underlying context. The highest layer is the application layer. All system responses to 

different events occur in this layer, where the client is realised. The system response 

is preceded by context reasoning, in which new and relevant information is deduced 

for the use of applications from the gathered context data. Sometimes, context 

reasoning is encapsulated in the form of agents, and acts as an additional layer 

between the pre-processing and application layers. 
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Figure 2-2: The layer conceptual framework [2] 

 

 Context-managing framework [38]: This is another layered architecture, which 

has been proposed to overcome the problem of resource restrictions for mobile 

devices. This architecture is beneficial when working under certain conditions, in 

comparison with the conceptual framework, which is more generic. Figure 2-3 depicts 

the entities of the context-managing framework architecture. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-3: Context managing framework [38] 
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The context manager represents a centralised server that is responsible for storing 

context data and supplying it to the client applications. The resource server and 

context recognition service are distributed components which are responsible 

respectively for managing context resources and recognising the required service. The 

change-detection service is responsible for facilitating alternative ways to detect any 

context change, while the security entity concerns the trustworthiness of incoming 

contexts. 

 Context-awareness sub-structure (CASS): This architecture is proposed as part 

of the CASS project [39] and is depicted in Figure 2-4. The CASS middleware 

consists of a sensor listener, rule engine, context retriever and interpreter. The sensor 

listener obtains the sensed context from the sensors and stores this in a database. The 

responsibility for retrieving the stored context data lies with the context retriever, 

whereas the rule engine supports the reasoning process by combining different context 

data. 
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Figure 2-4: The CASS Architecture [39] 

 

The interpreter is responsible for supporting the functionality of both the context 

retriever and the sensor listener in order to manipulate the raw context data. The CASS 

enables context-aware systems to overcome resource constraints in mobile devices by 

supporting high-level context data abstraction, and enables users to configure the 

CASS. The sensors, change listener and location finder all have a built-in 

communication capability to enable them to communicate with the CASS 

middleware. 

 Context broker architecture [40]: CoBrA is based on agents intended to support 

context-aware computing. It is designed specifically to support the development of 

CAS applications in smart spaces, such as SHS, intelligent meeting rooms and smart 

vehicles. The aim of such systems is to provide pervasive computing services to users; 
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for instance, as would be seen in the form of a light controller or a room temperature 

controller. CoBrA is centred on an intelligent agent known as the context broker. 

 

Figure 2-5: Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA) [40] 

As illustrated in Figure 2-5, the CoBrA context broker has four functional 

components: 

1. Context knowledge base: offering persistent storage of contextual information. 

2. Context reasoning engine: an inference engine that adopts a reactivity process 

for reasoning about the stored context information.  
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3. Context acquisition module: a library of procedures which enables the context 

broker to form context acquisition for a middleware abstract.  

4. Privacy management module: responsible for selecting the computing entities 

to be notified in the instance of context changes and for determining authority 

when sharing a particular piece of contextual information using inference rules. 

The ontology that CoBrA is based on gives it the ability to support contextual 

knowledge sharing with other agents, as represented by sensors, services or other CAS 

entities, in order to facilitate the process of reasoning about the contextual information. 

2.3 Smart Home Systems 

Home is where people spend most of their time; it provides comfort, safety, a place 

for the family to gather and much more [41], [42]. Thus, it could be argued that one of 

the main concerns of every individual is to enhance their living space. For instance, the 

home can be improved through the use of state-of-the-art electronic devices such as air 

conditioning, televisions and fridges, as well as by seamlessly controlling and configuring 

such devices. Instead of individual appliances each performing a simple task, the smart 

home is characterised by the presence of a distributed system with many entities working 

together [43]. Thus, there is urgent competition among domestic device manufacturers to 

utilise advanced ICT in order to produce intelligent home appliances. Beyond the use of 

simple devices, attention is also focused on how homes are constructed to ensure that 

such appliances recognise residents’ needs and preferences; therefore, homes are 

becoming context aware and are increasingly being designed with the ability to sense, 
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reason and respond as context-aware systems. This section offers a number of definitions 

of the smart home and provides an overview of SHS functionality and subsystems, 

supported by appropriate examples.  

Before providing a definition of the smart home, it is necessary to distinguish 

between two different types of SHS. The first provides automated services, enabling users 

to control devices and electronic services, either locally or remotely. For example, users 

can schedule outside lights to be switched on or off at certain times. The basic principle 

informing this type of smart home is the use of a control panel, which can take several 

forms such as a specific touch panel, a PC interface, a mobile phone or any other hand-

held device to control lights, appliances and any other electronic devices within the home. 

Many tasks can be performed using this type of SHS, depending on how powerful the 

implemented system is. Lighting, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) and 

house monitoring are just some of the services that can be controlled using this type of 

SHS, which exists in a variety of commercial forms, such as Opus Systems [44]. As 

mentioned previously, control can be powered locally or remotely using internet access. 

The work in [45] describe this type of SHS as “one that is equipped with special structured 

wiring to enable occupants to control or program an array of automated home electronic 

devices by entering a single command either locally or remotely”.  

The second type of SHS, sometimes known as the aware home [46], is an 

enhancement of its antecedent, providing all of the services offered by the first type of 

SHS as well as being context aware. In other words, it includes sensors to acquire 

contextual data, which it can then use to respond accordingly. The focus of the present 
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research is on this type of smart home system. Thus, the term SHS will be used to indicate 

a system with the capability of monitoring context.  

Since such an SHS is the implementation of a context-aware system, the definition 

of CAS could be generalised to include SHS, as would be the case with any other context-

aware system. However, SHS have some characteristics that warrant a separate definition. 

The smart home is defined as one that is augmented with sensors/devices/actuators which 

can process a wealth of environmental information in order to empower occupants to 

interact intelligently and control the devices in their home [47]. This definition is generic 

in that it extends to other smart spaces such as cars, hospitals and buildings generally. 

Alternatively, [48] defines the smart home as a residence equipped with computing and 

information technology which anticipates and responds to the needs of the occupants, 

working to promote their comfort, convenience, security and entertainment through the 

management of technology within the home and connections to the world beyond. The 

latter definition is more sophisticated, recognising that SHS functionality, including 

security and entertainment, can be performed by distinct smart home subsystems, as 

described in the following subsections.  

2.3.1 Smart Home Subsystems 

The environment of the SHS consists of subsystems that acquire and apply 

knowledge about the resident to deliver both comfort and efficiency. A clear identification 

of such subsystems will lead to an enhanced understanding of the benefits and 

functionality of an SHS. The work in [43] identifies five main smart home subsystems: 

security and access systems, home automation systems, digital entertainment systems, 
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assistive computing, healthcare systems and energy management systems. The following 

is an overview of the literature related to such smart home subsystems:  

2.3.1.1 Security and Access Systems  

Security is a fundamental issue when constructing any SHS. Although security 

systems vary, based on the devices used or the resident’s requirements, their basic purpose 

is to scan the home environment continuously, record incidents and alert residents to any 

abnormal events [49]. The security system consists of a number of sensors to monitor and 

detect burglars, intruders or non-human hazards; these may include cameras, infrared 

radar, smoke detectors or gas detectors [50]. Whenever a threat is detected, the system 

triggers a response, which can be simple or complex, based on both the threat itself and 

the pre-programmed reaction required; for example, if a suspicious movement is detected 

while the occupants are on holiday, the following responses are given as options: 

a- light and TV are switched on to give the impression that the house is occupied;  

b- the security alarm is triggered; 

c- an SMS is sent to the residents; and 

d- the police are alerted that there is an incident at the property. 

Another service provided by the home security system is home surveillance, which 

allows the user to monitor the property wherever he or she is and to take action. Another 

aspect of this subsystem is the access control service. In addition to accessing the home 

using traditional keys, the subsystem service is more secure when giving permission to 

visitors to enter the house. The access controls can be handled using electronic keys such 
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as magnetic cards, radio-frequency identification (RFID) tokens, biometrics or a 

combination of both [51]. Biometric authentication takes several forms, including 

fingerprints, face, voice and iris recognition [52]. This system also enables users to be 

notified of visitors who call while they are away and allows them to see such callers via 

a live stream on a mobile phone, for instance.  

2.3.1.2 Home Automation System  

The home automation system covers basic electronic services in the house such as 

HVAC, lighting, telecommunications and appliances. All of these services and related 

devices are managed automatically, taking into account context data and the inhabitant’s 

preferences. 

The following scenarios illustrate the functionality of this system: 

a- On a day when the temperature is predicted by weather feed (generally known 

as RSS (Really Simple Syndication)) to be shifted from cool to warm, the system 

might determine that the optimal cooling strategy is to shut down the air 

conditioning and automatically open a set of blinds or windows to create an 

efficient cross breeze.  

b- Phones will only ring in rooms where the user is present, to prevent other people 

being disturbed by unnecessary noise [42]. 
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c- White goods will include a communication mechanism enabling them to be 

remotely switched on/off by the user and to send a notification to the homeowner or 

maintenance agency when a fault is discovered.  

2.3.1.3 Digital Entertainment 

This system controls entertainment devices such as televisions, home theatres, VCRs, 

music players and video games. In non-smart homes people control such devices using 

existing switches and controls, but the situation is different in an SH. First, each device 

identifies the user, then adjusts its functions according to predefined preferences, taking 

into account his or her mood and external parameters; for example, a music player could 

recognise and play a specific song when the tune is hummed by the user [51]. 

Additionally, activating one device could lead to the activation of another; for example, 

turning on the home theatre system could trigger the blinds to be closed, the lights to be 

dimmed and the speakers to be switched to a specific channel [53].  

2.3.1.4 Assistive Computing and Healthcare 

This system consists of advanced electronics, sensors and automated devices, 

specifically designed for care delivery, remote monitoring, early detection of problems in 

emergency cases and the promotion of residents’ safety and quality of life [54]. Its 

greatest significance is in its use by the elderly, disabled and others who cannot live 

independently. In addition to the normal sensors, i.e. cameras and microphones, there are 

also sensors that can be used to monitor and assist the occupant, such as floor pressure 

sensors, sensors that can be worn and more sophisticated ones which can be used to 
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acquire information such as body temperature, heartbeat and blood pressure, in order to 

send data to any healthcare professional granted access to the network [55], [56]. 

2.3.1.5 Energy Management 

The final SH subsystem is designed to be integrated with the others to reduce energy 

consumption. Its functionality is based on adjusting energy usage to coincide with the 

time of day, changing seasons, outside temperature and any other relevant factors, so as 

to ensure that energy is saved without compromising the residents’ convenience or quality 

of life [57]. In addition to allowing the homeowner to monitor energy consumption, there 

are several other examples of energy management services in the SH: 

a- occupants can remotely control home lighting, HVAC and appliances via the 

Internet; 

b- they can turn outdoor lights off at sunrise and interior lights when the home is 

unoccupied; 

c- room lights can be switched on/off using occupancy sensors;  

d- artificial light intensity in the room will be adjusted in accordance with the level 

of natural light; and 

e- entertainment devices will be switched off while the house is unoccupied [42]. 

2.3.2 Connectivity, Network Technology and Media 

In order to ensure that the aforementioned subsystems work, the SH must have a 

means of connectivity and an intelligent control system [58]. This subsection addresses 

connectivity, specifically the use of different network technologies and media, then the 
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following subsection offers an explanation of the use of standard middleware for 

intelligent control. 

SH network technologies can be classified into five types: Power-line 

Communication (PLC), Ethernet, wireless local area network (WLAN), Bluetooth and 

radio frequency.  

 PLC enables domestic devices to be networked using the existing electric power 

infrastructure. For quite some time, the X10 standard has been used to connect and 

control home devices and appliances using the existing electrical wires and outlets. 

However, its limitations for intelligent home control have led to the creation of more 

advanced protocols and standards, such as CEBus, LonWorks, INSTEON and Home 

Plug [59]. PLC’s limitations as a network medium include low data rates and easy 

exposure to distortion.   

 Ethernet is fast and reliable as a network technology, but it is not popular in SH 

networks for two reasons: the hardware may be unsightly, and there is arguably no 

general need for very fast data transmission, because most SH functionality is based 

on conveying simple control signals and commands. Nevertheless, an Ethernet 

network can be constructed by installing UTP-5 special cabling around the house [60].  

 Wireless LAN IEEE 802.11 (WLAN) is widely used to support broadband 

services in homes. Nevertheless, its mass adoption as a complete solution for SH 

connectivity is prevented by the existence of many sensors and appliances that need 

low-power mechanisms to communicate; these are not supported by WLAN.  
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 Bluetooth IEEE 802.15 is a short-range and low-cost connection mechanism 

which is ideal in SHs for small devices such as medical sensors. Bluetooth-enabled 

products are used by many large companies [61], holding the promise of greater unity 

of SH connectivity. Its limitations are the data transfer speed, which is a maximum of 

3 Mbit/s, and the range, which is a maximum of 10 m. 

 Radio frequency (RF) communication systems are becoming increasingly 

popular. Most manufacturers of SH technology have an RF product range [58]. One of 

its implementations is in RFID technology, which is widely used for the purpose of 

identifying whether people or objects are inside the home. One of the most important 

advantages, especially on sensor nodes, is the low power consumption. Hence, RF is 

the default technology for supporting connectivity among a variety of home sensors 

and devices. Two of the innovative technologies under the RF umbrella are ZigBee 

IEEE 802.15.4 and Z-Wave, both of which use mesh networks and targeted home 

automation as the standard. The former is faster in terms of the data rate, at 250 kbit/s, 

in comparison with 9.6 kbit/s for Z-Wave. However, the latter is simpler, which makes 

it easier to configure, and it also works on the 868 MHz frequency band, unlike 

ZigBee, Bluetooth and WLAN, which function on 2.4 GHz, reducing the probability 

of interference [62]. 

In fact, to date, there is no single network mechanism or medium suitable for all SHs. The 

selection of an ideal medium depends on physical characteristics, purposes and cost 

requirements, so each option will have advantages and disadvantages related to these 
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factors. Nevertheless, disadvantages can be mitigated by combining transmission media 

[63]. 

2.3.3 Middleware Standards 

The nature of the SH is strongly characterised by heterogeneity, with many systems 

and devices being provided by multiple vendors and manufacturers. This is due to the 

diversity of platforms adopted, in addition to the utilisation of different connectivity 

mechanisms, as discussed in the previous section. Nevertheless, these heterogeneous 

systems need to have a certain level of interoperability in order to perform their tasks 

efficiently in a shared manner [43]. The solution is to use middleware, an independent 

software layer which works to bridge the gap between heterogeneous systems by 

facilitating information interchange, while keeping the same levels of manageability, 

reliability and security. In SHS the middleware layer lies on top of an information 

appliance operating system and exposes application programming interfaces (APIs), to 

which home networking applications can be attached. The functionality of SHS 

middleware consists in the following tasks [64]: 

 Addressing: Each component (node) of the system is addressed by the middleware 

to be reached by other components. The address is assigned automatically when the 

system node is attached to the domain for the first time.   

 Discovery: The middleware keeps a register of all node addresses, enabling each 

node to search for others. IP addresses can be used as identifiers if this is supported by 
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the network technology, but this is not always the case, as there are some non-IP-based 

networks, such as X10 and LonWorks.  

 Control: This is the most significant role of the middleware, enabling the control 

of devices and services. There is sometimes a user interface to enable some actions to 

be carried out manually; otherwise responses occur automatically. 

 Eventing: The middleware is programmed to take appropriate action whenever a 

change occurs to any of the networked devices, in order to update the device status.  

 Description: This function concerns a semantic description of devices and their 

services, which is kept in a metadata file. 

 Presentation: This is responsible for communication with the API, in order to 

deliver commands and input data to the devices.    

There are several middleware standards that target SH automation and services. The 

remainder of this section describes the most widely used SHS middleware standards: 

UPnP, HAVi, Jini and OSGi [64].  

A. Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) is a technology that offers seamless 

connectivity and control, in addition to data transfer between devices and appliances in 

the home. It is the most widely used middleware in the home environment because it 

utilises TCP/IP, which suits a variety of platforms, programming languages and 

networking media. A variety of devices and appliances in the home that are compatible 

with UPnP middleware follow a simple procedure to join the home network: they obtain 

IP addresses, announce their presence and services, then start to obtain the services from 

other network components. The UPnP mechanism needs to store XML files, which 
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contain the specifications of the device and its services; these act as a reference for other 

components when they need to communicate. UPnP middleware also enables data 

exchange between legacy devices and UPnP-based devices by using a bridge to facilitate 

such communication. As illustrated in Figure 2-6, the UPnP protocol stack is based on 

HTTP and the TCP/IP protocol stack; all aspects of UPnP are built on HTTP and its 

variants, namely HTTPU and HTTPMU, which are based on UDP/IP. The Simple Service 

Discovery Protocol (SSDP) is used to enable network components to locate resources, 

and to announce their presence and services. In order to send and receive notifications 

between different components, Generic Event Notification Architecture (GENA) is used. 

UDP is used for multicasting, and HTTP over TCP/IP for direct communication. Simple 

Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is used for connection management and to execute 

remote procedure calls using XML and HTTP [64], [65].   

 

 

Figure 2-6: The architecture of Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [64] 
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As illustrated in Figure 2-6, the top three layers of the stack are the UPnP device 

architecture, UPnP Forum working committee and UPnP vendors. These all define UPnP 

implementation information based on the device architecture. The UPnP working 

committee defines general information, such as the device type (fridge, dishwasher, etc.) 

and the UPnP device vendor defines details of the device, such as the model and URL. 

B. Home Audio Video interoperability (HAVi), unlike other middleware, which is 

generic, can be used to support different subsystems in smart homes; HVAC, 

entertainment and security explicitly focus on home entertainment and audio video (AV) 

devices. The goal of HAVi is to provide a standard architecture for AV devices to allow 

interoperability regardless of the manufacturer, operating system or programming 

language used for implementation. However, the functionality of HAVi is similar to other 

middleware standards, in that it includes support for device discovery, communication 

and other basic requirements so as to effectively network devices in the home. It uses a 

high bandwidth IEEE 1394 (FireWire) as the connecting medium to support the high-

speed communications that are required by entertainment devices within homes. HAVi 

architecture consists of several layers, as shown in Figure 2-7. Before describing these 

layers in greater depth, it is beneficial to differentiate between the two types of devices in 

the HAVi system, namely controller devices and controlled devices. The controller device 

runs a software proxy called a Device Control Module (DCM), which is capable of 

hosting and managing the device being controlled. Devices dynamically exchange 

hosting rules and can function as controllers and be controlled at the same time, based on 

the service to be provided. The DCM includes several Functional Component Modules 
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(FCMs) to reflect the ability of a device controller to operate more than one device 

simultaneously [66], [67].  

 

 

Figure 2-7: The architecture of HAVi middleware [66] 

The lowest layer comprises the IEEE 1394 connecting medium and the vendor 

hardware and software specification with the API that the HAVi is built upon. The 

next layer is the communication media manager, which is responsible for allowing 

other software elements to perform asynchronous and isochronous communication 

using the IEEE 1394 media. The messaging system that is responsible for passing 

messages between the software elements has five parallel layers as follows [66]: 

 Registry: a directory enabling objects in the home network to find each other. 
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 Event manager: observes any changes in the state of an object in order to deliver 

this information to other objects. 

 Stream manager: controls the process of the real-time transfer of AV between 

functional components. 

 Resource manager: organises sharing of access to resources. 

 DCM manager: responsible for assigning devices as either controller or 

controlled.   

In addition to the normal applications that have been developed to use HAVi in order 

to provide different services, the HAVi Java application (Havlet) is also available; this is 

uploaded upon the request of the DCM. Interoperability is supported in HAVi using an 

API to achieve integration between devices and services offered by the architecture [67].  

C. Java Intelligent Network Infrastructure (Jini) [64] is a distributed system 

based on Java technology which enables different devices and appliances in the home 

environment to work together in a well organised community. The components of Jini 

middleware are Jini service, Jini client and Jini lookup service; these are described as 

follows: 

 Service: This is a network resource which can be acquired and used. Initially, it 

has to register within the Jini lookup service and in order to add a service to the lookup 

service, discovery and join protocols are used.   

 Client: This is the beneficiary that consumes services. A Jini client can be any 

hardware or software in the home environment. Before acquiring services, the client has 
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to search in the lookup service. When a match occurs, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is 

used to execute services. 

 Lookup service: this provides contact between client and service; it contains the 

registry of service specifications in order to map the client to the desired service. 

Figure 2-8 illustrates the interactions among Jini components. First, the network 

service has to discover an available Look-Up Service (LUS) in order to join by registering 

its services. The network client discovers the LUS, as well as finding the required service, 

then the LUS responds and sends the registered services. Finally, direct communication 

takes place between the network client and the network in order to execute the desired 

service.  

 

Figure 2-8: Interactions of Jini components [64] 

 

D. Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi) [68] is a set of specifications that 

defines a Java platform, which enables components to communicate dynamically. 
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Dynamic communication works by decoupling components at run-time. This mechanism 

enables system components to change their situation (active, install, uninstall and stop) at 

run-time without restarting the application. The dynamic communication in the SH 

environment requires a flexible service platform for any device or appliance. The 

significance of OSGi is its ability to accommodate other SH middleware such as UPnp, 

Jini and HAVi; thus, it works as a single gateway for multiple device services and 

middleware. Figure 1.10 outlines the OSGi framework. A bundle is a package of Java 

classes made by the developers in JAR format with a manifest file that contains data to 

correctly store and activate the bundle. The services layer dynamically connects bundles. 

A service is a dynamic Java object that allows the creation of a highly adaptive SH 

application which can be updated, for example at run-time, without affecting the currently 

operated service. The life cycle layer provides API management capability to install, start, 

stop, update and uninstall the bundle. The module layer defines how a bundle can import 

and export code; it provides class loader semantics to partially expose code, enabling 

other modules to use the platform. Lastly, the execution environment layer defines what 

methods and classes are available in a specific platform.  
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Figure 2-9: The OSGi layer model [68] 

In a similar way to the abovementioned possibility of using hybrid network media to 

connect devices in the SH, different middleware can be used to support interoperability 

between different SH devices and appliances. The following subsection discusses SHS 

architectures. 

2.3.4 Smart Home System Architectures 

Several SHS projects have proposed their own architecture. However, not all of them 

are able to provide all typical SH services or to utilise different controlling and 

networking technologies. Hence, this section explores two generic architectures, namely 

Gator Tech and Service-oriented Middleware. 

- Gator Tech Architecture [69] 

Gator Tech is an SH project developed by the University of Florida’s Mobile and 

Pervasive Computing Laboratory. The architecture of Gator Tech consists of six layers: 
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physical, sensor platform, service, knowledge, context management and application, as 

depicted in Figure 2-10. 

 Physical layer: consists of all sensors, actuators, devices and appliances in the SH.  

 Sensor platform layer: responsible for representing sensors and actuators in a 

software form, enabling developers to accommodate them without the need for an in-

depth understanding of the physical environment.  

 Service layer: contains the OSGi framework. As mentioned in the previous 

section, OSGi enables dynamic communication by enabling the sensor platform or storing 

service bundle definitions for any sensor or actuator. Application developers use a service 

discovery protocol in order to create composite services and new OSGi bundles. 

 Knowledge layer: contains an ontology of services, devices and appliances in the 

SH. Each service is discovered and registered in the discovery protocols using both 

service definitions and semantics. The reasoning engine is used to rationalise the demands 

of the context before delivery; for example, converting temperature from Celsius to 

Fahrenheit.  

 Context management layer: enables application developers to create and register 

contexts of interest using OSGi in order to define or restrict service activation.  

 Application layer: responsible for activation and deactivation of services through 

an application manager. The context builder is used to enable developers to visually 

construct graphs that associate behaviour with context. Programmers also use a context 

builder to recover services. Developers can use the service composer to identify services 

and to compose new ones.  
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Figure 2-10 The Gator Tech smart home architecture [69] 

 

- Service-oriented Middleware Architecture [70] 

This architecture is based on service-oriented technology and is used to facilitate the 

development and deployment of services and applications in smart homes. There are six 

layers in the proposed architecture: Phenomena and object, Sensor and actuator, 

Connectivity, Software middleware, Service and Application (Figure 2-11): 

 Phenomena and object layer: the bottom layer, containing the phenomena that will 

be sensed by the sensors and the objects that will be controlled by the actuators. 
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 Sensor and actuator layer: consists of sensors and actuators from different 

manufacturers and may be operated using different protocols.   

 Connectivity layer: responsible for enabling communication between different 

protocols using wireless mesh routers. This layer is also responsible for supporting mutual 

communication between sensors. 

 Software middleware layer: responsible for providing sensors and actuators as 

services by implementing their specific details. This helps other components to process 

significant values instead of raw data. 

 Service layer: uses an OSGi framework to incorporate all sensors, actuators and 

applications in order to supply them to the application layer as services. 

 Application layer: where all SH interactions and operations are performed.  
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Figure 2-11: Service-oriented Middleware Architecture [70] 

 

2.4 Feature Interactions 

In a distributed environment in the computer domain or any other domain, when there 

are shared tasks to provide services (features), there is always the probability of 

unintended and undesirable interactions between these services. The problem of feature 

interactions (FI) was first addressed in the telecommunication domain [11], when features 

such as call forwarding, call waiting and voicemail were being introduced and 

implemented. These features may work perfectly in isolation but not when other features 

are active in the same session or call. For example, call forwarding was developed to 
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enable users to forward incoming calls to alternative phones under certain conditions, one 

of which is if the line is engaged; call waiting, on the other hand, is designed to suspend 

the new call and to notify the user that another call has arrived. Hence, when both features 

are simultaneously activated they compete with each other, which results in unpredictable 

behaviour and the user’s expectations not being met [71]. Pulvermüller et al acknowledge 

that FI problems have been investigated in the telecommunications domain, but conclude 

that such problems may occur in all domains [72]. 

FI in web services has been addressed by Weiss and Esfandiari [10], who claim that 

an increase in features creates more problems and that the introduction of new web 

services combined with the dynamicity of the business world has led to unwanted 

interactions. Generally, the greater the number of features that are available in a system, 

the greater the number of combination scenarios, thus increasing the likelihood of conflict 

between such features [71]. Software systems have reached such a level of complexity 

that FI cannot be answered with ad-hoc techniques, and if it is not addressed properly, 

then incorrect system behaviour occurs [73]. This warning is echoed by [9], who add that 

there is increasing research into feature interactions and pervasive computer systems, 

where numerous applications have to work together to adapt to user requirements. The 

problem of an increasing number of services is compounded by the fact that such services 

are developed in isolation, so they do not exhibit the required behaviour if other services 

are activated, especially if wrong assumptions are made and there are conflicting goals 

[11]. 
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It is important to note that the issue of FI does not relate to software bugs or badly 

written services, but to features whose actions conflict. FI problems in telecommunication 

systems are due to the following [10]:  

 Goal conflict: Features are triggered under the same circumstances but with 

conflicting goals. 

 Resource competition: Features compete with each other to control shared 

resources. 

 Changing assumptions: Features make predetermined assumptions about their 

operation, which are invalidated upon the activation of other features. 

The following subsection defines features as distinct from services, then the general 

detection and resolution approach will be explored. Finally, the classification of feature 

interactions will be discussed.  

2.4.1 Definition of Terms  

Two terms used in conjunction with each other when discussing feature interactions 

are ‘services’ and ‘features’. At first glance, they appear to refer to the same thing, but 

they are in fact different. A service is “a piece of standalone software that is provided to 

the user, while feature refers to a component of additional functionality” [11]. Services 

may extend their functionality by implementing packages of features. Despite their 

distinct meanings, both services and features can interact in an undesirable manner. 

Hence, FI implicitly includes interactions between services and features. A feature 

interaction is defined as a situation in which a feature exhibits undesired behaviour due 
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to the existence of other features. That is to say, features will be modified or influenced 

by other features, and this in turn will affect overall system behaviour [74]. The term 

‘feature interaction’ is used in most publications to describe this phenomenon, as most 

interactions at the service level can be tracked to interactions between single service 

features [75]. 

2.4.2 Detection and Resolution 

Prior studies have shown that feature interactions are hard to detect and even harder 

to resolve [11]. Arguably, much of the research into the FI problem is inspired by 

literature in the telecommunications domain. Hence, as in telecommunications, efforts to 

resolve FI problems in smart home systems fall into three basic categories: avoidance, 

detection and resolution [76]. Avoidance refers to intervention at the design stage, before 

features are implemented. At this level, some alteration to protocols or to prior 

assumptions can help prevent the problem. Detection uses appropriate methods to identify 

the feature interactions at run-time. A challenging issue is detecting them automatically. 

Resolution refers to action to address interactions once detected.  

FI studies commonly couple detection and resolution. In other words, proposed 

solutions use adequate mechanisms to first detect the interaction, then to suggest 

appropriate resolutions. Detection and resolution techniques fall into two broad 

categories: offline and online [71]: 

- Offline FI detection and resolution: This is used before the deployment of the 

system. It is concerned with interactions that may be regarded as logical interactions 
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with conflicting goals or requirements [77]. A useful detection approach at this stage 

involves property analysis, simulation, modelling and testing scenarios. Most offline 

approaches that have been developed are based on the modelling of features and 

services. A wide range of formal methods and modelling languages have been used, 

including Finite State Machines (FSMs), Petri-Nets, LOTOS, Process algebra, 

Promela, SDL and Temporal logic [74]. Regardless of the abstraction tool used, there 

is one common constraint, which is scalability with the growth of services, especially 

in dynamic environments such as SHS. Another issue is the missed trigger interaction, 

because offline techniques depend on prior knowledge of behaviours of features and 

services in the system, which requires accurate specification of all properties. Hence, 

the offline technique is not adequate to solve the problem.  

- Online FI detection and resolution: This is applied at run-time in order to detect 

and resolve feature interactions. Clearly, the online technique is productive only if the 

undesirable interaction can be resolved at run-time. The significance of this technique 

is its ability to incorporate all newly deployed services into the process of detection 

and resolution. As shown in Figure 2-12, the online technique depends upon two 

important factors: location of control and required type of information [71]. 

Two approaches can be identified, based on the location of the control feature 

manager and negotiation. 
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Figure 2-12: Online FI detection and resolution 

1. Feature manager-based approach: Feature manager is an entity placed in the 

system to control the entire process. Services cannot be executed without feature 

interactions authorisation. This approach is widely adopted in proposed solutions for FI 

in SHS.  

2. Negotiation-based approach: Here, services have the ability to communicate their 

intentions to other services, either directly between the services themselves or between 

agents that represent them. Alternatively, the communication can be indirect, with the use 

of a dedicated negotiator, who may propose solutions based on experience or may have 

the sole responsibility to find solutions [76].   

According to the required type of information, three approaches can be distinguished: 

a-priori information, isolated online environment and run-time. 

 A-priori information approach: Although this approach is implemented at run-

time, the information used is gathered during the design stage. This information can be 

detailed individually for each service or as a matrix for all services. 
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 Isolated online environment approach: Here, information is gathered at run-time 

but within a controlled environment, which means that the execution of other services is 

controlled.  

 Run-time approach: The information is gathered at run-time without any prior 

arrangement.  

A study of FI in embedded control systems [73] notes that the difference between the 

much reviewed telecommunications domain and embedded control systems is that the 

latter exist in a physical environment and respond to stimuli from that environment, so 

identifying and resolving issues that occur as a result of interactions within the system is 

not sufficient; it is also necessary to consider interactions with the environment. The same 

study introduces the idea of feature interactions in SHS, providing the example of conflict 

between heating control and lighting control, where one of these services would no longer 

be able to function.  

Systems such as web services and SHS have worse FI problems than 

telecommunications systems, for the following reasons: 

 Far more services and features are involved in these systems. 

 The interaction is not limited to the duration of the session or call 

 Services may be developed independently and may meet for the first time in a 

working environment, such as in typical smart home systems. 
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2.4.3 Classification 

Although FIs occur in different software systems, the variation of FIs in the domain 

being investigated has little influence on their classification. Instead, the significant factor 

in FI classification is the research perspective. The following taxonomy (Figure 2-13) is 

applicable to feature interactions in the SH domain, as it the main concerned domain in 

this research, but it can be used for other domains as well [11].  

 

Figure 2-13: Classification of feature interactions  

2.4.4 Types of Trigger  

Types of trigger are ways in which services or features are triggered, resulting in an 

FI problem [9]. Features can trigger each other or can respond to the same external trigger. 

Unlike telecommunications systems, in which signalling channels are the only external 

trigger (context), the external triggers in smart home systems are the contextual data that 

have been previously provided, comprising environmental context, user context, 

computing context and time context. 
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- Shared trigger: This type of interaction occurs when two or more features that 

perform conflicting actions are activated by the same event [9]. Figure 2-14 illustrates 

contextual data (C) simultaneously triggering two services (S1, S2), which respond by 

activating two appliances (A1, A2), although A1 and A2 conflict with each other. To 

provide an example from the SHS environment, consider two services: air conditioning, 

which is provided by the HVAC subsystem, and a service to open windows, which is 

provided by the home automation subsystem. Both are activated when the room 

temperature reaches a certain value. Opening the window will reduce the effectiveness of 

the air conditioning and cause vacillation in the room temperature. 

 

Figure 2-14: Shared trigger [11]  

- Multiple trigger: This type of interaction occurs when an appliance is controlled 

by two services, both of which want to control it at the same time. Figure 2-15 shows 

services S1 and S2 each performing an action to control appliance A. An FI will take 

place if appliance A is affected by both actions at the same time. For example, during 

sunny weather in the winter, energy management subsystems will open curtains to save 

energy by reducing the work of the heater. Meanwhile, some home theatre systems 
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activate sequences such as closing curtains or dimming lights. In this case, window 

control can be triggered by two services at the same time.  

 

Figure 2-15: Multiple trigger [11] 

- Sequential trigger: This interaction takes place when the response of one service 

causes another to be triggered. It takes two forms, direct and indirect. Figure 2-16 (a) 

shows a direct sequential trigger in which service S1 activate appliance A, thus directly 

causing the triggering of service S2, which is not necessarily desirable. For example, 

consider a situation in home automation subsystems when a feature such as preparing the 

bathroom for the morning shower is to be activated when the alarm clock is triggered. If 

the user needs to set the alarm clock to wake up during the night to take medicine, this 

will lead directly to the inappropriate preparation of the shower.  

Figure 2-16 (b) shows an indirect sequential trigger, where service S1 carries out an 

action to trigger appliance A1, which in turn causes a change in environmental variables. 

This variation then causes appliance A2 to trigger service S2. For example, during a 

holiday, when nobody is at home, the energy management subsystem may switch off the 
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light or lower the blinds, which will be detected by the security sensors and will be treated 

as a danger. Consequently, the alarm could be activated or other actions, as previously 

stated, could be taken. 

 

 

Figure 2-16: (a) Direct sequential trigger (b) Indirect sequential trigger [11] 

 

- Looping trigger: This interaction is similar to indirect sequential interaction, in 

which the first service (S1) will change the environment, resulting in the triggering of the 

second service (S2). However, in a looping trigger (Figure 2-17), S2 will trigger appliance 

A3, which has an impact on the environment and thus activates appliance A4, which is a 

sensor that triggers S1, triggering S2 in turn and so on. For example, when house 
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temperature drops to a threshold value, the HVAC subsystem will trigger the curtains to 

open to allow natural heat from sunlight. If the temperature then rises to a certain level, 

the air conditioning will be triggered, which creates an undesirable loop. 

 

Figure 2-17: Looping trigger 

- Missed trigger: This interaction occurs when the presence of a service prevents 

another service in the system from operating. It will happen when one service has full 

control of the appliance, preventing other services from functioning correctly. Figure 2-18 

shows how service S1 fully controls appliance A, thus preventing a trigger message from 

being sent to activate service S2. 
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Figure 2-18: Missed trigger [11] 

2.4.5 Channels of Interaction 

Channels of interaction are the routes by which FI takes place [9]. Context-aware 

systems in general and SHS specifically can be modelled at three levels: application, 

device and environment. The detection of the channel in which the undesirable interaction 

occurs is significant in resolving the problem.  

- Application layer: In this layer, different transactions take place, supported by 

the mechanism to share information between the applications involved. However, the 

dynamic nature of this layer can be a problem, in that applications may make invalid 

assumptions about data availability or there may be a lack of knowledge between 

applications collaborating for the first time. 

- Device layer: This layer contains all devices, appliances and sensors in the SHS. 

Some of these can be controlled by more than one application simultaneously, while 

other devices cannot. In multi-controlled devices, the competition between different 
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applications to control the shared device can result in a deadlock situation. Another 

concern in the device layer is the notion of session. Unlike telecommunication 

systems, in which the interaction is limited by the session (call), the length of the 

session in the SHS varies, exposing the system to undesirable behaviour. 

- Environment layer: This contains the environmental context, such as 

temperature and illumination level. Interaction in this layer takes place as a result of 

the implicit coupling of environmental variables and different applications. In other 

words, features will be activated by the change of environmental context, which may 

be influenced by other features.  

2.4.6 Type of Service  

This is a categorisation of feature interactions based on the services that are involved 

in the interaction. Two types of interaction have been identified: intra-service and inter-

service [11].  

- Intra-service interactions occur when features within the same service interact 

with each other. For example, as stated previously, when a home is unoccupied, a 

security service is used to give the impression that the home is occupied, through 

actions such as lowering the blinds and switching on lights and the TV. These actions 

may be detected by security sensors, however, resulting in undesirable interactions 

within the same service. This type of interaction should be prevented during the 

design phase.  
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- Inter-service interactions take place between independent services and are 

especially challenging for services that are collaborating for the first time. Unlike 

intra-service interactions, which can be detected during the design phase, inter-service 

interactions can be detected only at run-time.   

2.4.7 User Needs 

Clearly, user needs and desires plays a significant role in smart home systems, as the 

entire functionality of the system is designed to fulfil these needs. However, user needs 

could be a constraint on the overall behaviour of the system. In this context, two major 

groups of constraints can be distinguished: behaviour constraints and quality of service 

(QoS) constraints [9]. 

- Behaviour constraints: This refers to the user’s need to control SHS services. 

This control may be direct and simple, such as switching on a heater at a certain time, or 

it could be more complex, such as adjusting room illumination level according to user 

profiles. SHS enables users to implement their own policies in controlling the 

functionality of the system. In typical smart homes, there will be more than one user 

policy, based on the variations in the needs and wishes of the residents, which may result 

in serious conflicts. The variation in user policies needs to be managed by implementing 

a policy manager [15]. 

- Quality of service constraints: These are concerned with how to guarantee QoS 

in dynamic environments containing many features and services. Energy consumption 

and timeliness are examples of constraints in the smart home environment. In order to 
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support QoS, undesirable interactions sometimes take place between features involved in 

activated services. 

2.5 Critical Analysis of the Related work 

Taking into account the different terms used for SHS, such as Home and Building 

Automation Systems (HBAS), Networked Home Appliances (NHA) and Home Network 

Systems (HNS), several studies have been carried out in order to detect and resolve FI in 

SHS. Most of the mechanisms, protocols and techniques utilised in these studies, similar 

to research on other software systems, have been inspired by prior research on FI 

detection and resolution in telecommunications systems, which was the first domain in 

which the FI problem was addressed [78].  

Some of the proposed solutions are implemented during the design phase of the 

system, an example being the use of formalism [77]. One such approach is Linear-time 

Temporal Logic (LTL), which is used to model features using the Promela language [16]. 

This approach proposes a SPIN model checker to detect any possible interactions between 

features. Another off-line detection approach is a service-centric framework for feature 

interactions in HNS integrated services [53]. This aims to reveal all potential interactions 

within home network systems. Both approaches adopt off-line techniques, which are 

performed before the deployment of the system, but most FI problems can be discovered 

only at run-time. Additionally, they consider a wide scope of unlikely feature interactions 

which would not normally appear in a real run. Finally, off-line techniques do not support 

feature scalability.    
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Given the abovementioned limitations of off-line techniques, they are insufficient to 

solve FI problems alone and some approaches therefore use on-line techniques. An 

example is the Policy Interactions Manager Module (PIMM), proposed to extend 

traditional networking systems which use the KNX communications standard for home 

and building automation [15]. PIMM is integrated with the KNX home network as part 

of the Engineering Tool Software (ETS) suite to work as a run-time interactions manager, 

detecting and resolving any undesirable interactions. Two other methods proposed to 

detect and resolve FI in SHS are the formal Semantic Web-based Policy Interaction 

Detection (SPIDER) [12] and a semi-formal method known as Identifying Requirements 

Interactions (IRIS) [79]. However, a limitation of PIMM, SPIDER and IRIS is that they 

can only solve feature interactions that take place as a result of policy-based conflicts, 

and not service-based or device-based conflicts.  

Similarly, the work in [13] uses the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agent model to 

solve only those conflicts which result from differences between residents’ desires, i.e. 

policy-based ones. The approach is to keep alternative proposals in a library, allowing the 

agent with minimal risk to choose alternative proposals in cases of conflict. Although the 

concept of negotiation between agents is adopted in this study [13], only the agent with 

the highest priority, which is referred to as the maximum risk agent, can take the 

advantage. In other words, there is no compromise allowing conflicting agents to work 

simultaneously. The Entity-Relationship (ER) model presented in [14] creates a 

corresponding domain which captures the relevant components having contextual 

information to determine the conflict between occupants’ preferences. Again, however, 
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the ER model does not address service-based conflicts, claiming to resolve only those 

related to aspects of user comfort such as light, sound and temperature.  

Another study introduces the notion of resource locking [11]. In this approach the 

access attributed to each device is set to Not Shared (NShd) or Shared (Shd). NShd means 

that a device can be used by only one service at any one time, whereas Shd means that 

multiple services can control the device concurrently. The resource locking approach 

employs a three-layer architecture of service, device and environment to present a clear 

and helpful taxonomy of feature interactions. It works as a feature manager and is 

implemented as a service on the OSGi platform to detect and resolve any FI. However, 

this approach is not flexible. The notion of resource locking requires the execution or 

non-execution of features; in other words, there is no way for features to reach a 

compromise. Moreover, it prevents interactions at the device level and not at the service 

level, which is the main concern in an SHS. Finally, it fails to resolve looping interactions, 

where two or more services form an infinite loop because activating of one of them leads 

unintentionally to the activation of the other and vice versa [11].  

The work in [80] covers both off-line and on-line FI. It models each appliance as an 

object consisting of properties and methods in object-oriented fashion. Although it 

mentions the concepts of negotiation and compromise, which inspired our study, the 

proposed solution does not target FI which is caused by residents’ policies; furthermore, 

the scheme to resolve on-line FI is not clarified. The use of negotiation agents was first 

adopted to resolve FI in the telecommunication domain [81]. The proposed system was 

able to detect and resolve FI at run-time (on-line) automatically, without the need for 
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users or service providers to know about the features or settings of other users or service 

providers. However, the proposed solution is not applicable to the smart home domain, 

because SHS are more complicated than telecommunication systems, they have many 

more features and they are implemented in dynamic environments in which they have to 

respond to a variety of contexts. 

The above discussion shows that the work done so far on FI detection and resolution 

in SHS falls into three categories, namely off-line, on-line and both together. The 

mechanisms adopted have varied and most of the work has targeted only one type of FI, 

i.e. service interaction [11] or policy interaction [12], [13], [14], [15]. Although some 

work has targeted both types [16], [17], the negotiation approach to reach a compromise 

has not yet been adopted. The significance of such approach is that it would enable 

services with conflicting features or contrary residents’ policies to work simultaneously. 

 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter began by explaining context and context-aware systems. Context is the 

backbone of CAS, so it was defined and the capturing and modelling approaches to 

context were presented. The functionality of CAS underlines its significance, justifying 

its description as a third computing era. The categories of sensors were illustrated with 

examples and common CAS architectures were explored.   

The second part of the literature review presented smart home systems as an 

implementation of CAS and the focus of the present study. The functionality of SHS was 
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discussed by exploring their subsystems and enumerating the significant services offered 

to smart home occupants. Some technical issues were then explored, identifying 

connectivity and middleware as two important aspects of SHS construction. Different 

network media were described and it was concluded that there is no ideal technology for 

networking devices and appliances within the home. Hybrid technology would be 

beneficial, to enjoy the advantages of each technology. As to middleware, it was made 

clear that its use is essential in a heterogeneous environment like SHS. Some aspects of 

the middleware commonly adopted in SHS have been explored especially their 

functionality, also some SHS architectures have been described.  

The third part of this chapter addressed a significant threat to software systems, 

feature interactions, to which SHS are highly exposed because of their dynamic 

environment. The difference between features and services was explained, then FI was 

defined. Some detection and resolution techniques were explored, with an emphasis on 

addressing the differences between the online and offline approaches. Finally, since the 

classification of FI helps in proposing detection and resolution mechanisms, a clear 

classification was presented, supported by examples and illustrations.  

In the final part of this chapter some related works have been analysed.  

Chapter 3, which follows, offers a detailed overview of the approaches taken in 

developing the ABNA, particularly the use of the calculus of context-aware ambient 

(CCA) and agent-based systems.  
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3.1 Introduction  

Due to the importance of CCA to the proposed solution, as it has been used to make 

formal specifications for ABNA and also it used for the purpose of analysing and 

evaluating processes, this chapter presents an overview of the CCA, a process calculus 

for modelling mobile and context-aware systems. There is a presentation of modelling in 

CCA, which includes processes, location and capabilities, then the syntax of CCA is 

presented. This chapter also offers an overview of agent-based systems, adopted as a 

major modelling approach for the components of our system, and discusses the 

classification of software agents.   

3.2 Overview of CCA 

Pervasive computing [82] is an evolving trend in distributed systems for the next 

generation, in which electronic processors become invisible in the environment of users’ 

everyday activities. Context-awareness and user mobility are important features which 

need to be addressed when developing any pervasive computing applications. In order to 

address these issues, CCA was proposed to model entities and their behaviours within 

context-aware systems [83]. CCA was built upon the calculus of Mobile Ambients (MA) 

[84]. Its main features include mobility, context-awareness and concurrency. The concept 

of the ambient is significant in CCA. An ambient is defined as “a bounded place where 

computations happen. It has a name, a boundary, and can have other ambients inside it. 

An ambient can be mobile and has the ability to communicate with other ambients” [84]. 
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The term refers to any entity in a context-aware system, such as a device, user, service or 

the context itself [85], [86]. 

3.2.1 Modelling in CCA 

As defined above, ambient is central to CCA, and because CCA is a process calculus, 

ambients can be modelled in terms of capability, process and location. To show how an 

ambient is modelled in CCA, Figure 3-1 provides a graphic example: 

 

Figure 3-1: Example of an Ambient 

Each ambient has a unique name, which in our example is negAgent (negotiator 

agent), and its behaviour is described by the process PnegAgent. CCA is also capable of 

modelling the location of an ambient in which there are parent, child and sibling ambients.  

For example, in Figure 3-2 , the graphical representation in CCA shows that the ambient 

negAgent is the parent of the child ambient delivering. 
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Figure 3-2: Ambient Location 

 

Any ambient is aware of its context defined by another ambient within its 

environment. For example, the context of delivering can be defined by adjacent ambients 

and by its location, as shown in Figure 3-3.The context of delivering is defined by the 

sibling ambient compromising and the sibling ambient prioritising, in addition to the 

parent ambient negAgent. 

 

Figure 3-3: Context of an Ambient 

 

The CCA textual representation of the above ambients and their behaviour will be as 

follows:  
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negAgent[delivering[Pdelivering]  

| compromising[Pcompromising] 

| prioritising[Pprioritising] 

 | PnegAgent] 

 

3.2.2 Syntax of CCA 

The following subsections outline the syntax of CCA. Whether an ambient is a 

service, device or resident, it has a name, which is its essential unique identification. This 

can be an abbreviation or can have a meaning which is relevant to the identity of the 

ambient. In addition to names, CCA has another four syntactic categories, namely process 

(P), capability (M), location (α) and expression (κ) [83]. 

3.2.2.1 Process 

The process describes the behaviour of the ambient. The syntax of the different 

possibilities for process is given in Table 3.1. 

Process 0 terminates immediately and concludes without action. The symbol | 

between two processes (P, Q in our example) denotes that they run in parallel. The 

notation (vn) P indicates that the scope of n is limited to P. The process n[P] denotes an 

ambient n whose behaviour is described by P. Square brackets [ and ] denote the ambient 

boundaries; the content between them describes the behaviour of the ambient. The symbol 

! denotes the replication of the following process. Thus, the replication process !P can 

always create a new replica of P. It can be used to model both iteration and recursion.   
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Table 3.1: Syntax of CCA for Processes 

 P,Q Description 

0 inactivity 

P|Q parallel composition 

(vn)P name restriction 

n[P] an ambient 

!P replication   

Κ?M.P context-guarded prefix  

n⊳(ỹ).P process abstraction 

Let n = e in P substitution 

 

A context expression denotes the conditions that have to be met by the environment 

of the process that is being executed. The context-guarded prefix Κ?M.P describes a 

process which delays and does not execute the capability M followed by the process P 

until the context expression  k (as a condition) fulfils the surrounding environment. The 

symbol “.” between any capability and a process means that they are executed in 

sequential order. The context-guarded prefix is similar in functionality to an if-then 

statement, whereby an action will be performed only when the conditions are met. Process 

abstraction denotes the associating of the name n to the process P, where ỹ is a set of 

formal parameters. There is a restriction on the association based on the definition 

of the executing ambient in the process abstraction. A name n can be associated 

with several processes in different ambients. For example, n can be associated 

with P in ambient a and with Q in ambient b. The process Let n = e in P denotes 

the substitution of n with e, where e is a name or arithmetic expression.  
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3.2.2.2 Location  

Ambients can communicate with each other in order to exchange messages; 

therefore, location is an important parameter as a reference for such communication. As 

stated previously, an ambient can be a parent, child or sibling, so there is a need for a 

notation to identify the nature of the ambient. The notation of ambient location α is shown 

in Table 3.2. The symbol ↑ refers to any parent, while n↑ denotes a specific parent ambient 

n. Similarly, ↓ denotes any child ambient and n↓ refers to child ambient n. The same 

principle is used to denotes siblings: the symbol :: refers to any sibling and n:: refers to a 

specific sibling ambient n. To denote the location of the current ambient itself, CCA uses 

the symbol ϵ.      

 

Table 3.2: Syntax of CCA for Location 

α Description 

↑  any parent 

n ↑  parent n 

↓  any child 

n ↓  child x 

::  any sibling 

n ::  sibling n 

ϵ local 

3.2.2.3 Capabilities 

The mobility capability enables an ambient to move from one parent ambient to 

another within its environment. There are two types of ambient capability concerned with 

mobility: “in” and “out”. To illustrate this, Table 3.3 shows that an ambient can execute 

the capability “in n” to move into a sibling ambient called n, while “out” is used to move 
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out and unlike “in”, it does not need to be accompanied by an ambient name, because it 

will move the ambient out of its current parent ambient.       

Table 3.3: Syntax of CCA for capabilities 

M Description 

in n  move into ambient n 

out  move out 

α x (ỹ) process call 

α recv (ỹ) input 

α send (ỹ) output 

del n  delete ambient n 

 

Table 3.3 also shows a process call α x (ỹ), which executes the process linked to x at 

the location α, where each of the actual parameters in ỹ replaces the corresponding 

formal parameter. Additionally, ambients have the ability to send and receive 

messages. For example, the capability α recv (ỹ) enables an ambient to receive a list of 

names ỹ from the specific location α, while the capability α send (ỹ) sends a list of names 

ỹ to that location. Finally, the execution of the capability del n will delete the ambient n 

if and only if it is empty, i.e. the ambient is in the form n[0] and the ambient which 

executes that capability is the parent of n.   

3.2.2.4 Context  

As stated previously, the ambient is the main entity in any system in CCA; it has a 

name, a boundary and a location. Ambients can also be nested in the form of parent, child 

and sibling ambients. Hence, a set of ambients can be hierarchically described. Table 3.4 

shows the CCA notation for context. The symbol E refers to context, while P and x 

represent a process and a name respectively. The context 0 denotes an empty context also 
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called nil context for it provides no context information. The context x[E] denotes an 

ambient x which has the internal context E.  The symbol | is used to show parallel 

composition; for example, E|P signifies that the process P is executed in parallel with the 

context E. The context (νx) E represents a name restriction, i.e. it limits the scope of the 

name x to the context E. The hole symbol ⊙ denotes the position of a process within its 

context.  

Table 3.4: Syntax of contexts 

E Description 

0 nil 

x[E] location 

E|P parallel composition 

(νx) E restriction 

⊙ hole 

 

3.2.2.5 Context Expressions 

A context expression (CE) is a statement in modal logic specifying a property of a 

context. 

Table 3.5 gives the context of CEs. The CE True constantly holds the value true. The 

CE t=r indicates that the names t and r match, i.e. they are syntactically identical. The 

CE κ1|κ2 denotes a context which is the parallel composition of two contexts, in which 

κ1 holds for one and κ2 holds for the other. The propositional operator ¬ is used to 

represent negation, while ∧ refers to conjunction. A CE ⊕κ holds for a context if that 

context has a child context for which κ holds. The operator ⊕ is known as spatial next 
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modality. Finally, the operator ✧ is called somewhere modality and means that ✧κ holds 

for a context if there is a sub-contexts present.  

Table 3.5: Syntax of context expressions 

κ Description 

True  true 

t = r  name match 

κ1|κ2  parallel composition 

¬ κ negation 

κ1 ∧ κ2   conjunction 

⊕κ  spatial next modality 

✧κ somewhere modality 

 

3.2.3 The Choice of CCA 

 

It is necessary to model the Agent-Based Negotiation Approach (ABNA) before it 

can be implemented; CCA was chosen because there are similarities between the agents 

which are used in ABNA and the ambients in CCA. Among their common characteristics, 

ambients and agents are both bounded, mobile and communicative, making the modelling 

procedure more relevant. CCA also provides abstraction for context and mobility, which 

are significant parameters in SHS. Additionally, formalisation in CCA gives priority to 

the behaviour of the system components, which suits the dynamic SHS environment.  

Once the system has been formalised, CCA is able to validate the system. The 

execution tool in CCA, called ccaPL, can be utilised to simulate the system and enables 

evaluation and validation of its properties.    
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3.3 Agent-based Systems 

Agent technology is increasingly important in software systems and the notion of 

being agent-based has been applied in many computer fields. In context-aware systems, 

agent technology can be used as a modelling approach, based on agent theories. Thus, 

SHS can be modelled using agents, especially since they have distinct components such 

as residents, services and devices which it is appropriate to design using agents.   

An agent can be a person, a piece of software or a machine, so the definition of an 

agent varies with the domain being investigated. Agents can be defined as autonomous, 

problem-solving computational entities capable of effective operation in dynamic and 

open environments [87]. This definition emphasises autonomy as a significant 

characteristic, but there are other properties of agents that it does not address. An 

alternative definition more appropriate to software agents (which is utilised in this study) 

is this: an agent is an entity that perceives its environment through sensors and acts on the 

environment based on its own reasoning capability [88]. From this definition, other 

properties can be identified, such as interactivity and proactivity; indeed, an agent has the 

following seven attributes [89]:  

 Autonomous: This refers to the capability of an agent to act in response to its own 

experiences, without direct external control.  

 Interactive: An agent can communicate with its environment and with other agents 

and components, either inside or outside its platform.  

 Mobile: It has the ability to move between corresponding environments.  
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 Adaptive: It is able to respond to its environment and to other agents in different 

situations, because it is able to change its behaviour according to changing conditions. 

 Proactive: Its reactions are goal oriented and not driven by other entities. It is 

designed to be capable of taking the initiative.  

 Coordinative: Agents are able to achieve shared goals with other agents by means 

of appropriate mechanisms of communication and cooperation.  

 Persistent: Agents have long lives. They remain alive until the termination of the 

system.  

The abovementioned properties for agents make agents a reasonable approach to be 

employed in different computing fields [90]. Because Software agents are adopted in 

this research, the following subsection presents a classification for them.  

3.3.1 Classification of Software Agents 

Software agents have been classified according to criteria such as role, mobility and 

reasoning. In one such classification or taxonomy [91], there are seven types of agent: 

1- Collaborative agents: Agents of this type work in a mutual manner towards 

achieving shared goals. If there is some conflict, they may use negotiation in order to 

reach agreement. 

2- Interface agents: These are concerned with assisting the user to deal with the 

system or with services within the system. Such agents may employ artificial 

intelligence in order to interact dynamically with the user. 
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3- Mobile agents: These interact with local agents and with those in other hosts. They 

have the ability to transport themselves to obtain information or to act upon the user 

to perform specific tasks.  

4- Information agents: The main function of these agents is to gather information. 

Such agents take various forms; for example, they can be mobile or static.  

5- Reactive agents: In addition to mutual communication and responding to other 

entities, agents of this type are able to respond to any changes in their environment. 

They have been implemented widely in control systems. 

6- Smart agents: These are able to learn and adapt their behaviour according to 

experience. Developers of agents of this type utilise artificial intelligence and fuzzy 

logic in order to give them the ability to reason in order to perform the required tasks.  

7- Hybrid agents: This type combines the characteristics of two or more of the 

abovementioned types. Hybrid agents are required for a variety of systems in order to 

fulfil particular requirements.  

Most of software agents fall within one the above classifications however, there are some 

other possible classification schemes such as a task they perform [92] for example 

proposal initiating agent or proposal involved agent which are used in ABNA. The 

following subsection is exploring a negotiation process among agents. 
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3.3.2 Negotiation  

Negotiation is a process by which two or more agents reach a joint decision [93]. The 

negotiation is a common approach and used extensively in some fields such as e-commerce 

systems [94].  In software agents the negotiation is a decentralised decision-making 

process between two or more agents with conflicting goals to reach an agreement [95].  

The negotiation process typically goes through a number of iterations, and in each of 

which one of the parties send a proposal and sees whether the others accept [96]. Such 

interaction between agents is essential to exchange control messages and data. Various 

protocols are used to facilitate communication among agents, such as negotiation, 

cooperation and the blackboard system [26]. However, the negotiation protocol is 

particularly promising in dynamic environments such as automated processes and 

context-aware systems. In order to start a successful negotiation, the following criteria 

must be met: 

 A language shared by participating agents, such as KQML, KIF or FIPA-ACL.  

 A negotiation protocol to be followed.  

 A decision process to determine agent position.  

 Concessions in order to reach a compromise result.  

 Criteria of agreement. 

In order for negotiation to be reliable, it has to have certain properties such as 

stability, efficiency, distribution, simplicity and symmetry.  
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3.4 Summary 

This chapter has reviewed two key aspects of modelling and formalising the ABNA, 

namely CCA and agent-based systems. It first presented an overview of CCA, then 

explained the modelling of CCA, followed by a detailed description of the syntax of 

process, location, capabilities and context expressions. The first part ended with a 

justification for choosing CCA as a formalisation for ABNA. 

The second part began with a description of agent-based systems. The definition of 

agents was reviewed, followed by a description of their attributes. Finally, a classification 

of software agents was presented.   
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4.1 Introduction  

In this chapter an Agent-Based Negotiation Approach  (ABNA) has been proposed 

[97]. Section 4.2 introduces a proposed architecture of Smart home systems (SHS). This 

visualises the components of the ABNA, which are then explained in the following 

sections. Section 4.3 presents the notion of a features hierarchy, which is explained using 

some examples from the SHS environment. Four types of agents (resident, service, device 

and negotiator) are modelled in Section 4.4, which explains whether each is an initiating 

or involved agent. Section 4.5 then details the functions of the negotiator, as a coordinator 

between agents and as an arbiter when they are unable to reach a compromise. The chapter 

ends with a summary 

4.2 SHS Architecture  

Figure 4-1 shows a visual representation of the general architecture of an SHS. Its 

main components are residents and their preferences, devices and the services they 

provide, sensors, actuators and the system manager. The SHS and the associated 

components operate within and respond to variations in contextual parameters such as 

light levels or temperature. According to the residents’ preferences and the features of 

each service, the system manager responds to the triggering context by controlling devices 

to be operated in the relevant way. For example, between 7 pm and 9 pm, if resident 

𝑥 enters the office, the reading mode will be activated within the entertainment service; 

accordingly, lights will be dimmed and the volume of the TV in the next room will be 

kept below 20.  
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Figure 4-1: The architecture of a smart home system  

 

As has been stated in chapter two, there are several services within the SHS, such as 

security, power management, climate control and entertainment. In order for these to 

function, they need to utilise devices such as TVs, doors, windows and lights. It is 

necessary to qualify this by noting that the doors and windows are not devices in 

themselves; instead, each is equipped with a controller [98], which is an actuator that 

enables the services to control their movement. For example, a service may use a 

controller to open or close a door.  

Each service functions to achieve a particular goal, such as keeping the temperature 

of a room within a certain range. In doing so, it must accommodate residents’ preferences. 

Thus, when a service is triggered by a context through sensors, it sends requests to control 

the appropriate devices through the system manager, according to the preferences of the 

residents. The system manager will then send control messages to actuators in order to 
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control devices, as Figure 4-1 illustrates.  As long as only one service is in operation in 

the presence of only one resident, there will be no conflict and the service can be expected 

to work well; but this is not often the case, as there will usually be more than one service 

operating simultaneously, serving multiple residents. Hence, features may interact with 

each other in undesirable ways. The following section explains the notion of a features 

hierarchy and shows how it can be employed as a fundamental element of the proposed 

ABNA, which will enable services to operate simultaneously.    

4.3 Features Hierarchy 

Most of the services within an SHS can be broken down into simple features [11], 

[99]. To fulfil the goal of the service, all features have to be carried out. If the air 

conditioning has been taken as an example, such features would include the following: 

1. Switch on the air conditioning  

2. Close window1 

3. Close window2 

4. Close the door 

5. Switch off the ventilation fan 

It is important to note that the features are listed above according to a descending 

hierarchy of priority, whereby it is necessary to switch on the air conditioning, whereas 

closing the door is less important. 

Another example is the home cinema service within the entertainment service. Its 

functions are to play films and adjust the room settings to create an ideal atmosphere for 
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watching them. Pairing in mind some features have level of performance such as speakers 

and lights ranging from 0 up to 100 in which 0 in speakers for example means sound is 

mute while 100 means very loud (this applies to all features that have level of 

performance). When the home cinema service is activated, in order to achieve its goals, 

the following features have to be carried out: 

1. Switch TV channel to DVD player 

2. Set speaker volume to 70 

3. Dim lights to 10 

4. Close the curtains 

5. Close the door 

As with the previous example, switching the TV channel is a necessity and the 

additional features follow in descending order of priority. However, for quick and 

optimum performance all features should be performed.  

Applying this principle to a resident’s preferences, some features will be more 

important to that particular user than others.  For example, resident 𝑥  may wish the 

curtains to be closed as the second most important feature after the home cinema service 

is activated. In this situation the resident’s order of feature priority is different from that 

of the service. Furthermore, the resident may wish the lights to be switched off altogether 

as opposed to dimming them; in this case the resident’s preference is again different from 

that of the service. 
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Another example which involves a resident’s preferences is that of the preferred 

features for resident 𝑦 when entering the sitting room:   

1. Switch TV to sport channel 

2. Set speaker to 60 

3. Close the curtains 

4. Set room temperature to 20
o
C 

The above preferences of resident 𝑦 are mainly features within one or more services 

in the SHS. The full comfort of that particular resident will be ensured if all of these 

features are performed; however, switching the TV to the sport channel is more important 

for him than adjusting the room temperature.  

The above examples show that a resident may have a different order of priority from 

that of the service, in which case the service is bound to the resident and his preferences, 

and would therefore have to compromise its preferred features in responding to the 

request. Because an optimal service would have been provided by the service following 

its own hierarchy of features, in responding to the resident, the service is essentially 

compromised to a certain extent. 

From this we can see that two parties are concerned with the order of priority or 

importance of the tasks (features) within a service, i.e. the service itself and the resident 

concerned, and that there may be a difference in this hierarchy between the two parties.   

However, even if the service’s order of priority or importance is different from that of the 
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resident, the service will still be able to perform the tasks according the resident’s 

preferences.  

In isolation, i.e. if one service runs by itself at a particular time, all features will 

operate optimally. This principle also applies where only one resident is utilising a 

particular service, in which case all features will operate optimally in response to that 

resident’s preferences. However, most of the time more than one service needs to function 

and/or more than one resident is making requests. Not only may there be, as mentioned 

above, a conflict between features within a service for a single user; there is also potential 

for conflict whenever multiple services are using the same device, multiple users are using 

the same service or multiple users are using multiple services. In each of these cases, 

conflict may occur between the features of the services involved. 

Thus, it is clear that there may often be conflicts within the same service and between 

services in terms of the features that they use. The aim, therefore, is not for a service to 

disable a feature in order to fulfil the request of one resident over another or to prioritise 

one service over another, but rather to reach a compromise by allowing two conflicting 

services to run simultaneously with slightly less efficiency, as this is more desirable than 

totally disabling one service in favour of another. 

As noted above, each service comprises a hierarchy of features organised according 

to their importance in terms of their functional contribution to the overall service. Thus, 

features are categorised according their priority, whereby those which are essential for 

the service to function have high priority and others have lower priority. The latter can be 

compromised to a certain extent while still allowing the service to perform its function. 
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This order of priority of features and the associated extent to which they can be 

compromised is relevant to residents’ preferences. In the examples depicted in Figure 4-2, 

no compromise is possible for features that are ranked at the top, while for others, which 

are considered preferable but not essential, there is the possibility of compromise. This is 

the case both for the order of priority of features within a service and for the order of 

priority according to residents’ preferences. 

 

Figure 4-2: Hierarchy of features  

The priority of features within services and residents’ preferences should be 

accurately established before setting up the SHS. In establishing such a system it is 

important to keep in mind how to ensure that in a situation where features need to be 

compromised, services run at least with minimum efficiency; i.e. at worst only the 

important features will be activated. In the following section there will be a discussion 

about how to model services and residents within the SHS using agents, as a second step 

in the construction of the ABNA. 
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4.4 Agent Model 

The properties of agents, such as being autonomous, interactive, proactive and 

coordinative, make it appropriate to use them for the purpose of modelling the 

components of the ABNA. Figure 4-3 depicts the architecture of the ABNA, 

distinguishing three types of agents in addition to the negotiator agent: residents, services 

and devices. The following subsections explain the properties of each of these. 

 
Figure 4-3: The architecture of the ABNA  

 

4.4.1 Resident Agent 

Each resident of the home is modelled by an agent. The resident agent will record the 

preferences of a particular resident for each service provided by the SHS. In other words, 
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the agent of resident 𝑥 for example has a registry of his preferred settings for different 

aspects of home automation, such as events and their associated features to be performed 

[7]. In addition, the resident agent will keep a record of whether each specific feature may 

or may not be compromised. It is necessary for all residents of the home to be aware of 

the undesirable interaction which might occur between their preferences and those of 

other residents. The awareness of feature interaction (FI) will encourage residents to 

consider compromise in the level of preferred features if there is interaction with others’ 

preferences, whenever it is possible. Before the SHS is deployed, each resident is advised 

to feed into it his preferred settings for different events in his daily routine. Table 4.1 

shows a view of the agent registry for resident 𝑥. 

 

Table 4.1: View of agent registry for resident 𝑥 

Event Time  Features  Compromise 

Getting home 
Weekdays between 5pm 

and 6pm 

Open curtains No 

Open windows Yes 

Switch on CD player  Yes 

Entering the sitting 

room 

Weekdays between 7pm 

and 8pm 

Switch TV to news channel No 

Set speakers to 60   Yes 

Close curtains Yes 

Room temperature 20 Yes 

Reading time 8pm – 9pm 

Dim light to 50 Yes 

Switch on reading lamp No 

Set speakers to 20  Yes 

4.4.2 Service Agent 

An agent is dedicated to each service in the SHS. Its role is to preserve the service 

behaviour corresponding to different triggering events. For example, the security agent 

registers the features which have to be performed corresponding to three different events, 

namely intruder detection, residents away and when a resident approaches the door of the 
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house (Figure 4-4). Similar to the resident agents, service agents also keep a record of 

whether each feature can be compromised.   

 
Figure 4-4: Security agent 

Although it is advisable to make features allow compromise whenever possible, 

security agents rarely allow compromise, due to the importance of security services 

compared to other services. Conversely, most of the features of the power management 

agent allow compromise, as can be seen in Figure 4-5.  

 

Figure 4-5: The power management agent 

 

4.4.3 Device Agent 

All appliances and electronic devices are modelled by agents. The function of the 

device agent is to receive orders from the negotiator. These include all details of how the 

device will behave, such as switching on or off, the value of performance if applicable 
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and any necessary additional information, including run duration or function mode in 

multi-function devices such as healthcare monitoring [100]. Figure 4-6 shows four types 

of parameters which could be received by a device agent; one of these (on or off status) 

is essential, while the other parameters are used only if needed.    

 
 

Figure 4-6: The parameters of an order to be received by device agent 

 

4.4.4 Negotiator Agent  

The function of the negotiator agent is to communicate with other agents whenever 

a feature needs to be performed. It acts as coordinator, aiming to make services run 

smoothly without FI, as well as applying priority if there is no possibility of compromise, 

as will be discussed in the following section.    

This agent has two registries: a device-service registry and a priority registry. The 

former holds records of each device in the SHS and the services that have links with that 

device, as can be seen in Table 4.2. The term ‘link’ means that the functionality of that 

service could be affected when controlling that specific device. Although residents’ 

preferences also have links with devices, i.e. could be affected, there is no real need to 
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have a register to show such links, because residents’ preferences are associated with 

almost all devices within the SHS.  

Table 4.2: Device-service registry 

Device  Associated services  

Lights  Security, Safety, Power management, Entertainment 

TV  Security, Safety, Power management, Entertainment 

windows Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting, Entertainment, Healthcare 

AC Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting, Entertainment, Healthcare 

Door  Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting, Entertainment, Healthcare 

 

 

The priority registry keeps a list of all services and residents organised by priority, 

to be referred to when there is no alternative except applying priority, as will be discussed 

in the following section. For example, among services, security and safety have priority 

over other services, while among residents, parents may have priority over their children. 

The priorities of residents can be assigned when the system is deployed and are flexible, 

so residents can decide them together. Although each service, when it functions, fits its 

performance according to the preferences of the residents, as noted above, security and 

safety are excluded from this; their priority overrides residents’ preferences. The priority 

registry also utilised when the negotiation session involve many agents resulting of 

extending time to reach a decision. To avoid that, the negotiator agent make a deadline 

for the negotiation session allowing the involved agents to reach a compromise otherwise 

the decision will be in favour of the agent with the highest priority according to the 

priority registry.     Table 4.3 shows the content of the priority registry, where residents’ 

priorities are assigned to a sublevel after the safety and security services.  
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Table 4.3: Priority registry 

Priority Service 

1st  Safety 

2nd  Security 

3rd  Priority sublevel Resident 

1 Resident 𝑥 

2 Resident 𝑦 

4th  Power management 

5th  Ventilation, AC, Heating 

6th  Lighting, Entertainment  
 

 

The following section explains the negotiation algorithm.   

4.5 Functionality of the ABNA 

Every time a feature needs to be carried out in the SHS, the ABNA establishes a 

communication channel between the agents concerned, which then engage in a 

negotiation session. The main goal is to avoid any FI, enabling two or more agents which 

share the same devices and thus have potentially conflicting goals to work 

simultaneously. 

Before going further let us distinguish between two forms that resident and service 

agents can take: ‘initiating’ or ‘involved’. An initiating agent is one which has been 

triggered and wants to perform a feature, whereas the involved agent is the one that 

utilises that feature or may be affected when it is performed.  

 

4.5.1 The Negotiation Mechanism  

The negotiation session will involve the initiating agent, the negotiator and the 

involved agents. For example, in order to save energy on a warm day, the power 

management service agent sends a proposal to open a window, allowing a breeze to lower 
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room temperature instead of activating the AC. The initiating agent in that example is the 

power management and to identify the involved agents the negotiator has to check its 

registry to locate all service agents that utilise the window controller device. From the 

discussion above, it is clear that in addition to resident agents there are several services 

which are concerned with the windows, such as security, safety, ventilation and power 

management itself. Accordingly, the proposal will be sent to each of these resident and 

service agents, requesting their approval to perform the feature in that proposal. Each 

involved agent will evaluate the proposal and respond to the negotiator indicating whether 

it is to be accepted, compromised, counter-proposed or rejected. The implications of each 

response are as follows: 

Accept: This decision will be taken either when the involved agent is currently ‘off’, 

or when the resident is not concerned with controlling the device, or when the proposal 

is in line with the current feature of the involved agent; for example where both agents 

wish to open a window.      

Compromise: There will be a compromise if an ‘accept’ position cannot be 

achieved. Many features in SHS have a degree or level of performance. For example, 

lighting has a range between 0 and 100, where 0 means totally dark (lights off) and 100 

means full brightness; for sound, 0 is mute and 100 is full loud as mentioned previously 

in section 4.3 ; the AC operates in the range 18 to 30° Celsius; and for windows, doors 

and curtains, 0 is fully closed and 100 is fully open. 

A compromise is reached by taking the mid-point between the performance values 

of two conflicting features. For example, if an agent wants to set the sound volume to 80 
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while another wants to set it to 40, the compromise will be to set it at 60. Similarly, if one 

agent wants a window to be closed and another wants it to be open, the compromise will 

be that the window is half opened.   

Counterproposal: If there is no possibility of a compromise due to the nature of the 

feature or because the resident does not allow for a compromise, there will be a 

counterproposal. If the received proposal is not accepted and compromise cannot be 

reached, the involved agent will send a counterproposal in an attempt to satisfy the 

initiating agent. As mentioned previously, each agent registers the features in priority 

order. For the counterproposal, only the feature with lowest priority will be offered for 

compromise. For example, if the AC agent is active and receives a proposal to switch off 

the air conditioning, this particular feature has the highest priority and cannot be 

compromised, as shown in Figure 4-2. Therefore, the counterproposal will be to switch 

on the extractor. Before considering the counterproposal, the initiating agent will 

determine whether it has priority over the service by consulting the negotiator; if the 

initiating agent has priority, the counterproposal will be rejected. 

Reject: A proposal is rejected if a service agent is ‘on’ or the resident is concerned 

with that feature at that time and there is no possibility for the proposal to be accepted or 

to be compromised and if there is also no counterproposal to be made.   

Although our proposed solution of FI detection and resolution aims to avoid utilising 

priority as much as possible in an SHS, there are some situations where the negotiator has 

to decide which agent has priority to control a device. Specifically, these situations arise 

where a counterproposal is rejected or the original proposal is rejected. In order to 
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determine priority, the negotiator has to check the priority registry. As stated previously, 

because being safe and secure are absolute priorities for any householder, safety and 

security are considered super agents that have priority over all other agents.  

There are some situations where a given proposal to perform a feature can be 

compromised only by the involved agent and where the feature does not have a level of 

performance. In that situation, the negotiator gives the initiating agent the right to fully 

control the device that the feature utilises. However, if the feature can be compromised 

by both the initiating and involved agents, full control will be given to the agent with the 

higher priority. The final possibility is that there is no difference in priority level, in which 

case the initiating agent will control the feature. 

4.5.2 Duration of Negotiation and Deadlock 

There are two issues related to automated negotiation i.e. deadlock [101] and duration 

of negotiation [102]. It is common in automated negotiation that the involved parties carry 

on with negotiation process until an agreement or deadlock is reached [103]. As discussed 

in section 4.5.1, ABNA encourages agents to reach an agreement by employing the 

features hierarchy, providing the ability to compromise in features which has level of 

performance and by allowing agents of offering counterproposals. After all, if there is no 

possibility for agreement between the involved agents, the priority is applied. If the 

priority do not help to finish the negotiation because there is no contrast in the level of 

priority between the involved agents, the advantage to control the feature will be given to 

the initiating agent as explained in the previous section, which means deadlock is avoided. 
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With regard to the duration of negotiation, based on the number of agents which have 

involved, the duration of negotiation is varied [104]. In ABNA, the smaller number of 

agents, the faster decision is reached and vice versa. However, time is crucial in some 

services such as safety and security in which, any delay to take a decision could cause a 

danger for residents or house properties. Therefore, the negotiation is time-bounded in 

which ABNA employs a timer for every negotiation session. Hence, if the involved agents 

do not reach agreement in specific time for example 5 seconds, the negotiation session 

will be terminated and the agent with highest priority will take the advantage. Likewise 

the previous issue, if the priority is the same, the advantage will be given to the initiating 

agent.    

4.5.3 Negotiating Algorithm  

As can be seen in Figure 4-7, when a service agent is triggered it responds by 

activating a number of features, which control some devices in order to fulfil the request. 

The service will send a proposal for each feature in turn, in order of importance, to the 

negotiator, which will respond by doing the following: 

1- Determine which other (involved) agents should approve the proposal. 

2- Send the proposal to the involved agent or agents.  

3- Receive from each agent a reply, which can be accept, compromise, 

counterproposal or reject. 

Based on each involved agent’s response, one of the following scenarios takes place: 

Accept: The negotiator will inform the initiating agent that the proposal is accepted 

and will send the proposal to the targeted device to be performed. 
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Compromise: The negotiator will determine whether the proposal can be 

compromised. Specifically, the negotiator checks that a compromise is acceptable to the 

initiating agent and if so, the negotiator calculates the mid-point performance value of the 

feature, then sends the instruction to the device. If no compromise can be achieved, 

priority will be applied.  

Counterproposal: The negotiator sends a counterproposal from the involved agent 

to the initiating agent. If the initiating agent has priority, the counterproposal will be 

rejected and the original proposal will be performed. Otherwise, the initiating agent will 

determine whether the counterproposal is possible by checking its features list. If so, the 

counterproposal will be accepted; if not, it will be rejected and priority will be applied.  

Reject: The negotiator will determine priority between the initiating and involved 

agents. If the initiating agent has priority the proposal will be sent to the targeted device 

to be performed and if the involved agent has priority the proposal will not be performed. 
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Figure 4-7: The negotiation algorithm 

The sequence diagram (Figure 4-8), shows how a proposal can be traced from its 

proposal by the initiating agent until it is accepted, compromised or rejected.  
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Figure 4-8: The sequence diagram for the negotiation algorithm 

 

4.6  Summary  

This chapter has introduced the framework of the agent-based negotiation approach. 

The architecture of smart home systems was outlined in order to identify the main 

components of the SHS to be used in the proposed approach. SHS services and the 

preferences of the residents can be broken down into separate features which when 

performed will fulfil the ultimate goal of the service or resident. The hierarchy of features 
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showed that some are more important than others for the functionality of the service or to 

residents, which means that there is room for compromise in the level of the less important 

features when there is undesirable interaction between features.  

The agent model of the ABNA distinguished four types of agents, namely resident, 

service, device and negotiation agents. The functionality of each in the general function 

of the ABNA was explained. Service and resident agents can be either initiating or 

involved; when an agent sends a proposal to perform a feature then it is called the 

initiating agent, while any other agent which could be affected by the performing of that 

feature is called an involved agent.  

At the end of this chapter an algorithm for the negotiation process in the ABNA was 

introduced. The illustrated sequence diagram allowed the proposal to be traced from 

initiation to acceptance, performance or rejection. 

The following chapter provides a formalisation of the ABNA using Calculus for 

Context-aware Ambients (CCA).    



 
  

 

Chapter 5 

5 Computational Model and 

Formalisation in CCA 

Objectives 

 Define a computational model of the Agent-Based Negotiation Approach 

(ABNA)  

 Present a formal specification of the ABNA using CCA  
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5.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents the formal specification of the proposed Agent-Based 

Negotiation Approach (ABNA) for Feature Interactions (FI) detection and resolution in 

Smart home systems (SHS). The ABNA is a context-aware system, in that it has to be 

aware of all stakeholders within its environment in order to carry out its functions. Hence, 

it can be formalised using CCA which is a dedicated formalisation for context-aware 

systems.  

As a basic step before going further in the formalisation process, this chapter begins 

with a computational model that includes a list of the ambients which expand the ABNA. 

It then offers a detailed specification of each ambient and its formalisation in CCA.  

5.2 Computational Model 

Since the ABNA is based on agents, it is appropriate to describe the approach using 

ambients, where each agent is treated as an ambient Figure 5-1 illustrates the architecture 

of the ABNA, showing that it consists of four main ambients: initiating agent ambient 

(iniAgent), involved agent (invAgent), negotiator agent (negAgent) and device ambient. 

In order for negAgent to fulfil its function, it has three child ambients, namely delivering, 

compromising and prioritising. 
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Figure 5-1: Architecture of the Agent-Based Negotiation Approach 

The aims of presenting the computational model are to facilitate the understanding 

of the components of the ABNA and to clarify the interactions between these components, 

drawn as arrows in Figure 5-1. The following is a brief description of the components 

which is required by ABNA Figure 5-2. 

 iniAgent is the agent which sends a proposal to perform a task after considering a 

context.  

 invAgent is the agent which is concerned with the proposal raised by the iniAgent 

and whose function could be consequently affected. 

 device is the device which is to be controlled after the negotiation session.  
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 negAgent is the agent responsible for receiving the proposal, identifying the involved 

agents then consulting them as to whether to accept, reject, compromise or send a 

counterproposal. If there is no possibility of compromise between the agents 

concerned, the negAgent will assign priority and close the negotiation session.  

 delivering is a child ambient of negAgent, responsible for discovering which other 

agents should be informed about the proposed task.  

 compromising is also a child ambient of negAgent. Its function is to calculate the 

middle level of performance by considering the received value in the proposal and 

the equivalent value in the invAgent. 

 prioritising is the third and last child ambient of negAgent, the functionality of this 

ambient raises when a compromise between the involved agents cannot be reached. 

Hence,  prioritising identifies the master agent, to which priority is given so that it 

can accordingly accept the proposal or reject it.   
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Figure 5-2: Ambient-based model of ABNA 

The graphical representation of the ABNA ambients in CCA is given in Figure 5-2. 

The textual corresponding in CCA for the above is  

iniAgent [P iniAgent] 

| invAgent [P invAgent] 

|  device [P device] 

|negAgent [P negAgent 

| delivering [P delivering]  

| compromising [P compromising]  

| prioritising [P prioritising] ] 

where Px indicates the process representing the behaviour of the ambient x.  
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5.3 Formalisation of the ABNA in CCA 

In this section, the formalisation of the ABNA in CCA has been presented, which 

includes modelling the components of the ABNA in addition to the interactions between 

them. Therefore, the formalisation shows the proposal from its initiation by the initiating 

agent and its passage through the system until it reaches the device, when it is fully 

accepted or compromised, rejected or replaced by another proposal as the involved agents 

advise and the negotiation agent decides.  

5.3.1 Notation   

In the following formalisation process of ABNA, constants have been denoted using full 

words which give an indication about the use of the constant such as ‘accept’ and ‘reject’. 

The list of constants is given in Table 5.1. While variables are denoted using one letter 

taken from the first word in the sentence which describes the variable. For example, r 

stands for reply to the proposal and d indicates the device ID, as shown in Table 5.2. 
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Table 5.1 : Constants 

Constants 

Notation Description 

accept Accept proposal 

reject Reject proposal 

compromise Compromise task 

prioritise  Give priority 

counterProposal Place counterproposal  

on Switch on device 

off Switch off device 

set Set device to a certain value  

sec_Agent Security agent 

saf_Agent Safety agent 

vent_Agent Ventilation agent 

AC_Agent Air conditioning agent 

ent_Agent Entertainment agent 

pwr_Agent Power management agent 

  Table 5.2: Variables 

Variables 

Notation Description Values 

r Reply to the proposal accept, reject, compromise, prioritise 

and counterPropsal 

v1 Value of performance 

for the initiating agent 

1,2,….,100 

v2 Value of performance 

for the involved agent 

1,2,….,100 

v3 Compromised value 1,2,….,100 

d Device ID  window 1, window 2, door, light1, 

curtain 1, AC, TV, ventilation_fan,.. 

a Action to be performed on, off, set 

m Master agent, which has 

priority  

sec_Agent ,saf_agent, AC_Agent, 

vent_Agent,ent_Agent,pwr_Agent 

ini_Agent Initiating agent  sec_Agent ,saf_agent, AC_Agent, 

vent_Agent,ent_Agent,pwr_Agent  

inv_Agent Involved agent sec_Agent ,saf_agent, AC_Agent, 

vent_Agent,ent_Agent,pwr_Agent,none 
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5.3.2 iniAgent Ambient 

This ambient is responsible for submitting a proposal to negAgent to perform a task 

based on the triggering context. It is important to mention that an ambient is considered 

as an initiating ambient when it sends the proposal however, the same ambient is 

considered as an involved ambient when it does not initiate the proposal but it has to 

approve it. The proposal basically is a request to control a device in order to perform a 

feature. It comprises four elements i.e. the name of the initiating agent (iniAgent), the 

device (d), the action (a) and the value of performance (v1).  After  iniAgent sends  the 

proposal it waits for a reply which could be accept, reject , compromise or 

counterProposal. This ambient have a further responsibility only if the reply is 

“conunterProposal” whereas other replies i.e. accept, reject and compromise are dealt by 

negAgent ambient as will be shown in section 5.3.3. If the reply is “counterProposal”, 

iniAgent ambient accepts the counter proposal only if: 

1- The priority is for the involved agent. 

2- The counterproposal is one of the features in the queue to be performed.    

For the purpose of showing how to model the behaviour of this ambient and also the 

following ambients, as in Table 5.3 the initiating agent will be assumed as the security 

agent (sec_Agent) and the proposal is to set window1 to (0) which means to close 

window1 while the counter proposal is to close window2 and the involved agent will be 

assumed as the power management agent (pwr_Agent). 
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Table 5.3: Assumptions 

Initiating agent Involved agent Proposal Counter proposal 

Security agent Power management agent Set window1 to 0 Set window2 to 0 

 

The behaviour of this iniAgent is modelled as follows:  

PiniAgent ≙  negAgent :: send(sec_Agent ,window1, set, 0) .  

negAgent ∷ recv(r) . (r=counterProposal)?negAgent::recv(m). 

 (¬ (m=sec_Agent))?negAgent::recv(d,a,v1).{ 

 ((a = set and d=window2 and v1 =0) or (a = set and d=door and 

v1=0))?negAgent::send(accept).0 

 } 

The symbols used here are: 

-  d is the ID of the targeted device 

- a is the action to be performed (on, off, set) 

- v1 always follows the action “set” to describe the degree or the performance level for 

the targeted device such as speakers and lights. 

- r  is the reply received to the proposal 

- m is the agent with the highest priority 
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5.3.3 negAgent Ambient   

This ambient is the negotiation master and has three child ambients, namely 

delivering, compromising and prioritising. After receiving a proposal from the iniAgent 

it will deliver it to other involved agents, then take action based on the reply, either 

accepting the proposal or compromising if there is agreement between the agents 

involved; otherwise, it applies priority.   

The behaviour of this ambient is specified as follows: 

PnegAgent ≙ ! sec_Agent::recv(sec_Agent, window1,set,0).deleviring ↓ 

send(sec_Agent ,window1,set,0).delivering↓recv(invAgent). {  

(invAgent = none)? window1 :: send(set, 0). sec_Agent :: send(accepted).0  

| ¬ (invAgent = none)? pwr_Agent :: send(window1,set,0). pwr_Agent :: 

recv(compromise,100).  { 

(r = accept)? window1 :: send(set, 0). sec_Agent :: send(accepted).0 

|(r = compromise)? compromising ↓ send(window1,set,0,100). 

compromising ↓ recv(v3). sec_Agent :: send(compromised).0  

| (r = counterProposal)? invAgent :: recv(window2,set,100).  

sec_Agent::send(counterProposal). 

sec_Agent::send(window2,set,0). sec_Agent ::recv(r). 

(r=accept)?window2::send(set,0).0  

| (r = reject)? prioritising ↓ send(sec_Agent,pwr_Agent).prioritising ↓ 

recv(m). iniAgent::send(m). 

(m=sec_Agent)? window1::send(set,0). 0  

 }  } 
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5.3.4 delivering  Ambient 

When a proposal is received by negAgent, the delivering ambient has to determine 

the involved agents that should be consulted in order for the proposal to be approved. To 

do this, it examines several conditions. A list of involved agents will then be sent to the 

negotiation agent. 

The behaviour of the delivering ambient is specified as follows:  

Pdelivering≙ negAgent recv(iniAgent ,d,a,v1). R 

where  

R ≙ ((d=window1 and a=set) or (d=window2 and a =set))? 

negAgent ↑send(pwr_Agent).0 

|negAgent ↑ send(none).0 

 

5.3.5 compromising  Ambient 

If the reply from the invAgent ambient is compromise, the compromising ambient 

will compromise the proposal to satisfy each party. To calculate the compromise level, 

the value which was proposed by the initiating agent i.e. (0) will be added to the value 

which was proposed by the involved agent i.e. (100) and the result will be divided by two. 

The final result which is (50) will be sent to the negAgent.  

The behaviour of this ambient is modelled as follows: 

Pcompromising≙ negAgent ↓ recv(window1,set,v1,v2). { 

let v3 = (v1+ v2)/2 in ↑  send(v3).0} 
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5.3.6 prioritising  Ambient 

If the invAgent ambient rejects the proposal, the prioritising ambient will give the 

advantage of controlling the device to the agent with priority, which means that if the 

initiating agent has highest priority, the prioritising ambient will accept the proposal by 

implementing the proposal to control the targeted device according to the proposal’s 

parameters; otherwise, it will reject the proposal.  

The behaviour of the prioritising ambient is modelled as follows:  

Pprioritising≙   negAgent ↑ recv(iniAgent,invAgent). S 

 

where  

S ≙ {  (iniAgent=saf_Agent or invAgent=saf_Agent)? ↑send(saf_Agent).0 

| (iniAgent=sec_Agent and ¬ invAgent=saf_Agent)?  ↑send(sec_Agent).0 

| ¬ (iniAgent=sec_Agent and  (invAgent=sec_Agent)? ↑ send(sec_Agent).0 } 

 

5.3.7 invAgent  Ambient 

This ambient is responsible for examining three conditions in order to decide whether 

to accept the proposal, compromise it, suggest a counterproposal or reject the proposal. 

The decision will be based on the current status of the involved ambient i.e.  ‘off’ or “on”.  

It is “off” that’s mean the received proposal will be accepted however, if the current status 

is ‘on’ the involved ambient will not accept the proposal instead it will consider to 

compromise or to offer a counter proposal. After all, if there is no space to assist the 

initiating agent, the proposal will be rejected. In order to examine the current status of the 

involved agent, a memory cell has been used [83]. 
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 The behaviour of the prioritising ambient is specified as follows: 

PinvAgent≙ negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status ↓ send().cur_status ↓ 

recv(status).P  

 

where  

P ≙ { (¬ isON(status))? negAgent::send(accept,0).0  

|(isON(status) and  (d = window1 and a=set and v1 = 0) or (d= window2 

and a=0))? negAgent::send(compromise,100).0  

|(isON(status) and (d=air_conditioner and a= on))? 

negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). negAgent::send(window2,set,0).0 } 

 

5.3.8 device Ambient  

This ambient represents the device to be controlled. It simply receives the task from 

the negAgent ambient as an order. The task is subsequently performed according to the 

received action and value.  

The behaviour of device ambient is modelled as follows: 

 Pdevice ≙!negAgent::recv(a,v1).0 

 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter has presented the computational model and the formalisation stage of 

the ABNA. The computational model clarifies the components of the ABNA by 

presenting a graphical representation of ABNA. Furthermore, there was a brief 

specifications of the components of ABNA.  
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The formalisation of the ABNA was achieved using CCA. A mathematical notation 

was first presented, including constants and variables, then a graphical representation of 

ABNA based on the concept of ambients was presented. Finally, the formalisation of CCA 

for each ambient has been expounded, with all internal and external interactions between 

the negotiation approach components.   

The following chapter presents a simulation of the ABNA using a real-world case 

study from the SHS environment. The CCA execution tool “caaPL” is the used to evaluate 

the properties of the ABNA.   

 



 
  

 

Chapter 6 

6 Case Study and Evaluation 

Objectives 

 Describe the requirements for the agents to function 

 Give a CCA specification of the negotiation approach 

 Validate the properties of the ABNA using ccaPL 
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6.1 Introduction  

This chapter presents an evaluation of the ABNA, conducted by means of a case 

study. This raises the FI problem within the SHS environment, aiming to show the 

capability the ABNA and how it manages FI in this environment. The chapter begins with 

an overview of the requirements of the services which are involved in our case study, 

namely the air conditioning (AC) and ventilation services. Next, a formal specification of 

the negotiation approach in CCA is presented. Thirdly, an overview of the CCA execution 

tool ccaPL is presented. Two scenarios are then discussed to demonstrate the 

functionality of the ABNA and how it manages the FI both in situations where the service 

has priority and in those where priority is against it. Finally, ccaPL is used to analyse and 

validate the properties of the ABNA.    

6.2 Requirements Overview 

As mentioned previously, services within SHS have to go through several tasks to 

fulfil their functionality and achieve their goals. Similarly, preferences in the services 

provided for a certain resident may include multiple tasks which have to be carried out to 

ensure that resident’s satisfaction. Each agent, whether a service or resident agent, has a 

registry of tasks which have to be performed in response to certain triggers. The subjects 

of our case study are the ventilation and AC services, which are investigated by 

addressing tasks to be performed in response to surrounding context. 

6.2.1 Ventilation Service 

The ventilation service is concerned with refreshing the air in a room. This service 

will be triggered, for example, if there is an unpleasant odour such as cooking smells. In 
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order to achieve the goal of this service, a number of tasks must be performed. These are 

referred to as features and are listed in Table 6.1 in the form of proposals.  

 

Table 6.1: Proposals of ventilation service 

Proposal 

ID 

Action Device Value Compromise 

1 on ventilation_fan 1 No 

2 set window1 100 No 

3 set  window2 100 Yes 

4 set door 100 Yes 

 

As Table 6.1 shows, the first two features, to switch on the ventilation fan and open 

window1, are essential and cannot be compromised, while other features are preferable 

but can be compromised. In order for the first feature to be performed, a proposal to 

switch on the ventilation fan will be sent by the ventilation service agent (initiating agent) 

to the negotiator. Before considering the proposals one by one, we turn to the AC service 

and the features which have to be performed when it is triggered.  

6.2.2 Air Conditioning Service  

The AC service is responsible for keeping room temperature below a certain level. It 

is triggered when the temperature in the room reaches this predetermined level due to hot 

weather. Several tasks have to be performed to enable this service to achieve its goal. 

Table 6.2 lists these features in the form of proposals.  
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Table 6.2: Proposals of air conditioning service 

Proposal 

ID 

Action Device Value Compromise 

1 on air_conditioner 18 No 

2 set window1 0 No 

3 set window2 0 Yes 

4 set door 0 Yes 

5 off  ventilation_fan 0 Yes 

6.2.3 Negotiator Registry  

The negotiator agent, as stated in chapter 3, works as a coordinator between different 

services and residents within the SHS. Therefore, any proposal sent by the initiating 

service or resident agent will first be received by the negotiator, then delivered to the 

involved agents to be approved. To enable the negotiator to identify the involved agents 

concerned with a specific proposal, the negotiator has a registry of all devices within the 

SHS and all agents that have a link with each device. To say that an agent has a link with 

a device means that the functionality or the policy of that agent may be affected by any 

alteration to that device, such as switching the device on or off, or changing its 

performance value. Therefore, the negotiator has a registry of all devices and all agents 

that could control each device or could be affected by its operation. A view of the 

negotiator registry is shown in Table 6.3.   
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Table 6.3: View of negotiator registry 

Device 

ID 

Device Name Controlling Agents 

101 air_conditioner  Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Heating, Power 

management 

102 ventilation_fan  Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Heating, Power 

management 

103 window1 Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting, Entertainment 

104 window2 Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting, Entertainment 

105 door Security, Safety,  AC, Ventilation, Lighting 

As Table 6.3 shows, the agents concerned with window1 are security, safety, AC, 

ventilation, lighting and entertainment. However, for the purposes of this case study and 

to limit the evaluation process, only the response of the AC service agent will be 

considered and the same procedure will be followed for other agents i.e. security, safety, 

lighting and entertainment.   

6.2.4 Priority Registry  

As has been stated previously, although seeking a compromise between conflicting 

agents has precedence, there are times when the only way to resolve conflict is to apply 

priority between agents. To determine priority, the negotiator has a register showing the 

priority level of each service agent and resident agent. For example, because being safe 

and secure are absolute priorities for any householder, some service agents, namely safety 

and security agents, are considered super agents and have priority over all other agents. 

The priority registry ranks agents according to their priority levels, as shown in Table 6.4, 

where level 1 is the highest priority and level 5 is the lowest. Since some agents share a 

priority level with others (e.g. lighting and entertainment at level 5), the negotiator has to 
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perform further analysis to select the agent which has  priority, as explained in section 

6.9 on prioritising ambients.     

Table 6.4: The priority registry 

Priority level Name of agent 

1 Safety 

2 Security 

3 Power management 

4 Ventilation, AC, Heating 

5 Lighting, Entertainment  

6.3 Assumptions     

For each of the features that need to be performed there is an associated device, which 

in the case study presented here are ventilation_fan, window1, window2 and door, as 

listed in Table 6.3. It is important to note that the term ‘device’ does not refer to the 

window or door itself, but rather to the actuator which opens and closes it as explained in 

section 4.2. These devices have a performance value between 0 and 100, where 0 means 

fully closed and 100 means fully opened. In addition to the ventilation agent, several other 

service agents have links with these devices, namely Security, Safety, AC, Power 

management, Lighting and Entertainment (Table 6.3). The negotiator (as previously 

mentioned) sends each proposal to every agent that has a link with the device which is to 

be controlled in the proposal. 

6.4 vent_Agent Ambient 

The vent_Agent ambient initiates proposals based on the triggering contexts, then 

sends them one by one to the negotiator. It is important to note that some of the proposals 

will be fulfilled before their turn of execution, because they will be in the shape of counter 
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proposals for prior proposals. Each proposal includes ambient identification, i.e. 

vent_Agent, in addition to the device (d) to be controlled, action (a) and the value (v) of 

performance if applicable. The abovementioned description is interpreted in our case 

study as follows. 

When the triggering context, for example a cooking smell, is sensed by air quality 

sensors [105], the ventilation agent, in order to refresh the air in the room, sends proposals 

to control devices which are concerned with the function of refreshing the air, namely 

ventilation_fan, door and windows in that room. The proposals are sent in order of 

priority, so the first proposal will be to switch on the ventilation fan, as shown in Table 

6.1. The vent_Agent then waits for the response to that proposal from the negAgent. The 

response (r) could be ‘accept’, ‘compromise’, ‘reject’ or ‘counterProposal’. Whatever the 

response, the following step is to send the next proposal to the negAgent, except when the 

response is a counter proposal, in which case vent_Agent will receive extra information 

about which has priority, vent_Agent or AC_Agent (as the case study assumes that this is 

the only involved agent). The agent with higher priority is called the master agent (m). If 

this is AC_Agent, the counter proposal will be received from the negAgent; if not, the 

counter proposal will be ignored. When a counter proposal is received, it will be tested to 

determine whether it occurs in the current list of features waiting for their turn of 

execution. If so, the vent_Agent will accept the counter proposal, then move to the next 

feature as listed in Table 6.1. Alternatively, if the counter proposal is not in the features 

list, it will be rejected and the negAgent will then consider the priority between 

vent_Agent and AC_Agent. The process of sending remaining proposals will continue as 
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explained for the first proposal until all proposals are finished. The counter proposal will 

be examined against the remaining features, which means that vent_Agent will not 

consider any counter proposal when sending the last proposal. The behaviour of 

vent_Agent varies based on the proposal which to be sent. Therefore, each proposal in 

section 6.10.2  will include the corresponding behaviour model of vent_Agent. 

 

6.5  AC_Agent Ambient 

Similar to other ambients within ABNA, AC_Agent has two roles: to send proposal 

to perform features when there is a triggering context and to receive proposals from other 

ambients through the coordinator, negAgetnt, in order for them to be approved. For the 

purpose of the case study the second role of AC_Agent in approving received proposals 

will be discussed. It should be noted that AC_Agent represents the AC service, which has 

several features that have to be performed to fulfil its goal of lowering the air temperature 

in the room, as shown in Table 6.2. 

The first proposal, to switch on the ventilation fan, will be sent by vent_Agent (Table 

6.1) and received by AC_Agent through negAgent. The AC_Agent ambient first checks its 

current status (‘on’ or ‘off’). If it is ‘off’, the service is inactive and consequently there 

will be no objection to accepting the proposal; accordingly, AC_Agent sends ‘accept’ to 

the negAgent ambient as a response to the proposal. If the current status is ‘on’, 

conversely, the service is currently active and engaged in controlling some devices. In 

this case, if the received proposal conflicts with any of the features of the AC agent, there 

will be extra tests. First, a compromise will be considered. If the nature of the received 
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proposal has a level of performance and AC_Agent allows compromise for this particular 

feature, then the response of ‘compromise’ will be sent to the negAgent ambient. 

However, if there is no possibility of a compromise, whether because AC_Agent does not 

allow compromise for this feature or because the nature of the feature itself does not allow 

compromise, AC_Agent will then consider the next possibility, which is to send a counter 

proposal. This is basically a feature other than the one which has been received in the 

proposal with a lower priority. If none of the above considerations results in any kind of 

treatment of the proposal received, the AC_Agent will reject it. 

The process above, in response to the proposal to switch on the ventilation fan, will 

be repeated for all of the remaining proposals shown in Table 6.1. The behaviour of this 

ambient is modelled in CCA as follows:   

     PAC_Agent≙ negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status ↓ send().cur_status ↓ 

recv(status).{ 

(¬ isON(status))? negAgent::send(accept,0).0  

|(isON(status) and  ((a = set and d= window1 and v1 >0) or (a = set and d= 

window2 and v1 >0) or (a = set and d= door and 

v1>0))?negAgent::send(compromise,0).0  

|(isON(status) and (a= off and 

d=air_conditioner))?negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). 

negAgent::send(set,door,100).0} 
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The CCA model above shows that the current status can be checked using a memory 

cell, which has to be predefined and has the value ‘on’ or ‘off’, depending on the status 

of the service.  

6.6 negAgent Ambient 

The negAgent ambient is responsible for managing the negotiation process from the 

first step, when an agent raises a proposal, until a decision to accept or reject the proposal 

is taken, whether as a result of reaching a compromise between the agents involved in the 

negotiation session or as a result of applying priority if no compromise can be achieved. 

This ambient is also responsible for controlling devices; i.e. all ambients that represent 

devices are contacted only via negAgent. In order for it to fulfil its function, it has three 

child ambients, namely delivering, compromising and prioritising. The role of negAgent 

in our case study starts when it receives a proposal from vent_Agent to switch on the 

ventilation fan. Accordingly, negAgent sends the proposal to the delivering ambient to 

identify the linked agents that should be consulted in approving the proposal. The agents 

linked with ventilation_fan that are involved and could be affected by this proposal are 

security, safety,  AC, ventilation, heating and power management, as can be seen in Table 

6.3. In those rare cases where the device is linked with only one agent, the proposal will 

be performed. When the requested information about the involved agents is received, the 

second step is to send the proposal to each agent individually. 

 As stated at the beginning of this chapter, several agents are involved and might be 

affected, but to avoid repetition, only the AC agent will be considered, because the same 
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procedure will be followed for all other agents. Hence, the proposal will first be sent to 

AC_Agent, then negAgent checks the response and follows the procedure outlined below. 

If the reply is ‘accept’, the negAgent ambient informs vent_Agent that the proposal 

has been accepted and sends the proposal to the ventilation_fan device as an order to 

switch on. 

 If instead the reply is ‘compromise’, negAgent will send the following to its child 

ambient compromising: the name of the device, the value in the proposal which is 

requested by the vent_Agent and the value which is required by the AC_Agent. The 

compromising ambient then makes the necessary calculation and sends back the result. 

As will be explained in section 6.8 on the compromising ambient, there is no level of 

performance for the ventilation fan, which must be either on or off. Accordingly, 

negAgent will respond to ‘compromise’ in the same way as to ‘accept’, by sending an 

order for the fan to be switched on and by informing vent_Agent that the proposal has 

been compromised. In other words, if the feature which is to be performed in the proposal 

has no level of performance and all the involved agents are happy to compromise, the 

agent that initiated the proposal will have the advantage and control the device in the way 

it has proposed.  

The third possible reply is ‘counter proposal’, in which case negAgent first sends the 

names of both agents i.e. vent_Agent and AC_Agent, to its child ambient prioritising to 

determine which one is master agent and has priority. Next, negAgent receives the counter 

proposal, which is similar to the original proposal in that it specifies action, device and 

value. negAgent then sends the counter proposal to vent_Agent, followed by the name of 
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the master agent, for it to be accepted or rejected as discussed in the vent_Agent section. 

If the counter proposal is accepted, negAgent follows the same procedure as with the 

original proposal, i.e. it consults all other agents and if there is no objection, it sends the 

counter proposal as an order to the device which is specified in it. If the counter proposal 

is not accepted, then priority is applied, which means that if vent_Agent is the master 

agent the original proposal to switch on the fan will be performed; otherwise, it will be 

ignored. vent_Agent will then be informed whether the proposal has been accepted or 

rejected.  

The fourth and final possibility is that the response of AC_Agent is ‘reject’, in which 

case there is no option other than to apply priority. Hence, as happens when the response 

is ‘counter proposal’, negAgent sends the names of the two agents to its child ambient 

prioritising to decide which has priority. If vent_Agent has priority, the proposal will be 

accepted by delivering an order to the ventilation fan to switch on, whereas if AC_Agent 

has priority, the proposal will be ignored and the fan will remain off. The same procedure 

will be followed for all proposals which are sent by vent_Agent until no more proposals 

remain.      

The behaviour of this ambient is modelled as follows: 

PnegAgent ≙ ! iniAgent ::recv(vent_Agent, ventilation_fan, on,1).deleviring 

↓ send(ventilation_fan, on,v1).delivering↓recv(invAgent). {  

(invAgent = none)? Ventilation_fan :: send(on, 1). vent_Agent :: 

send(accepted).0  

| ¬ (invAgent = none)? invAgent :: send(ventilation_fan, on,v1).  

invAgent :: recv(r,v2).  { 
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(r = accept)? ventilation_fan :: send(on, 1). vent_Agent :: send(accepted).0 

|(r = compromise)? compromising ↓ send(ventilation_fan,on,1,0). 

compromising ↓recv(v3). ventilation_fan :: send(on, v3). vent_Agent :: 

send(compromised).0  

| (r = counterProposal)? AC_Agent :: recv(a,d,v1).  

vent_Agent::send(counterProposal). 

vent_Agent::send(a,d,v1). vent_Agent ::recv(r). 

(r=accept)?counterProp::send(invAgent,iniAgent, (d,a,v1).0  

| ((r = counterProposal) or (r = reject)) ? prioritising ↓ 

send(vent_Agent,AC_Agent).prioritising  ↓ recv(m). vent_Agent::send(m). 

(m=vent_Agent)? ventilation_fan::send(on,1). 0  }   

} 

6.7 delivering Ambient 

When a proposal is received by negAgent, as mentioned in the previous section, the 

delivering ambient determines which involved agents should be consulted in order for the 

proposal to be approved. It does so in accordance with the negotiator registry (Table 6.3), 

which shows each device and all agents linked with it; several conditions will be 

examined, based on the device and action named in the proposal. Therefore, any agent 

which could be badly affected will be appointed as an involved agent. An example of 

such conditions that will be considered is where the device is a ventilation fan and the 

action is to switch it on, then the involved agents are security, safety, AC, ventilation, 

heating and power management. The behaviour of the delivering ambient is modelled as 

follows:  

Pdelivering≙  negAgent ↓ recv(iniAgent,d,a,v1).{ 

 ((¬  (iniAgent=AC_Agent)) and C1 or C2 or C3 or C4)?↑send(AC_Agent).0 
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|((¬  (iniAgent= vent_Agent)) and C5 or C6 or C7 or C8)? ↑send(vent_Agent).0  

} 

 

where 

C1= (d= air_conditioner and a= off) 

C2= (d=door and a =set and ¬ (v1=0)) 

C3= (d=window1 and a=set and ¬ (v1=0)) 

C4= (d=window2 and a=set and ¬ (v1=0) ) 

C5= ((d=ventilation_fan and a = off)) 

C6=(d=door and a=set and ¬ (v1=100) ) 

C7=(d=window1 and a=set and ¬ (v1=100)) 

C8=(d=window2 and a=set and ¬ (v1=100) 

 

6.8 compromising Ambient 

The function of the compromising ambient is to calculate the mid-point in the level 

of performance of a certain device. As discussed previously, many devices have such 

levels of performance; a window, for example, can be fully open, indicated by a 

performance value of 100, or fully closed, with a value of 0, or it can be partly open, with 

an intermediate value. However, there are some devices, such as the ventilation fan, which 

have no variable level of performance and must be either on or off. Hence, when the 

compromising ambient receives the two values from negAgent, its first step is to 

determine whether they are both zeros, which would mean that there is no level of 

performance to be calculated, as in the first proposal to switch on the ventilation fan, so 
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zero will be sent back to negAgent to take the appropriate action, as discussed in section 

6.6. However, if the received values are different, as in the second proposal to set 

window1 to 100, the compromise ambient will find the mean value by summing the values 

and dividing them by the number of agents which have agreed to find a compromise. In 

our case study, the proposal to set window1 to 100 interacts with the feature of AC_agent 

to set it to 0, resulting in a compromise value of 50, which will then be sent to negAgent. 

This ambient is modelled as follows: 

 

Pcompromising≙ negAgent ↑ recv(d,a,v1,v2). { 

 let v3 = (v1 + v2)/2 in ↑send(v3).0 

} 

  

6.9 prioritising  Ambient 

The function of the prioritising ambient is to make the necessary comparisons 

between involved agents to determine which has priority. As discussed in section 6.6, 

there are two situations where negAgent consults this ambient: when the response of 

AC_Agent is either ‘reject’ or ‘counterProposal’. In these two situations the prioritising 

ambient receives the names of vent_Agent as the initiating agent and AC_Agent as the 

involved agent and must determine which has priority. It does this by consulting the 

priority registry as shown in Table 6.4. The priority levels of all involved agents and their 

roles, whether in initiating the proposal or being concerned with it, have to be tested to 

identify the master agent, which has priority.   
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The behaviour of the prioritising ambient is modelled as follows:  

Pprioritising≙   negAgent ↑ recv(iniAgent,invAgent).{  

(iniAgent=saftey or invAgent=safty)? ↑ send(safty).0  

|(iniAgent=security and invAgent=safty)? ↑ send(safty).0 

|(iniAgent=safty and invAgent=security)? ↑ send(safty).0 

| iniAgent=vent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent ↑ send(vent_Agent).0 

} 

 

6.10   Validation  

This section uses the execution tool of CCA to validate the properties of the ABNA. 

It begins by exploring this tool and its execution environment (there a details about ccaPL 

in Appendix A), then it illustrates the negotiation mechanism of the above case study 

using various scenarios.   

 

6.10.1 Execution Environment for ccaPL 

The execution environment of ccaPL consists of five parts, as shown in Figure 6-1: 

editor, parser, manager, interpreter and console. The CCA program is first developed by 

using the editor to write the code in the text editor, after which the parser, which is 

developed using the java parser generator JavaCC (Java Compiler Compiler), analyses 

text into logical syntactic components of ccaPL. The manager then performs the role of 

managing and supervising the interpreter and the console. Next, the interpreter executes 

the program based on the semantics of CCA. Finally, the console is used as part of the 

execution environment to display the execution output. 
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Figure 6-1: The component parts of ccaPL [106] 

 

6.10.2 Negotiation Mechanism 

Although agent priority has normally already been established by the negotiator, 

based on the service weights and residents’ preferences, the case study considers both 

possible scenarios, i.e. where either the initiating agent or the involved agent has priority. 

In the first scenario, the ventilation agent has priority over the AC agent. The ventilation 

service agent sends the first proposal to the negotiator and waits for a reply before sending 

the next proposal, explained in more detail below. 

The first proposal is to switch on the ventilation fan (Table 6.1). No compromise is 

possible, as ventilation_fan has no level of performance; therefore, the agent with the 

higher priority ranking has priority. The AC agent receives the proposal and checks its 

current status, which is ‘on’. Because this conflicts with one of its own features, to have 

the fan switched off (Table 6.2), it cannot accept the proposal. Instead, it informs the 

negotiator that there is the possibility of compromise.  
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The negotiator relays the ‘compromise’ response of the AC agent to the ventilation 

agent. As switching on the fan is a feature that cannot be compromised by the ventilation 

agent, the compromise will be rejected. The negotiator assigns the advantage to the 

ventilation agent because the feature is a necessity for it, and not to the AC agent, for 

which the feature can be compromised, while priority is not a consideration here. 

Accordingly, the order will be sent for the ventilation fan to be switched on, as can be 

seen in the execution result (Figure 6-2).  The screenshot shows the proposal is sent from 

sibling to sibling which is vent_Agent to negAgent.  

In this proposal, the behaviour of vent_Agent ambient is modelled in CCA as follows: 

Pvent_Agent ≙  ! negAgent :: send(vent_Agent , ventilation_fan,  on, 1) .  

negAgent ∷ recv(r) . (r=counterProposal)?negAgent::recv(m). 

 (¬ (m=vent_Agent))?negAgent::recv(a,d,v1).{ 

 ((a = set and d=window1 and v1=100) or (a = set and d=window2 and v1=100) or 

(a=set and d=door and v1=100))?negAgent::send(accept).0} 
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Figure 6-2: Execution of the first proposal in scenario one 

To clarify the screenshot above and also to help understanding following screenshots, 

let us trace the screenshot line by line. Figure 6-2 shows from line 1 up to line 19 ccaPL 

header information. In line 20, the proposal is sent from sibling to sibling which is 

vent_Agent to negAgent. Line 21 shows, negAgent ambient sends the proposal to its child 

ambient (delivering) in order to know the involve agent that should approve the proposal 

which is AC_Agent as has been shown in the next line. In line 23, negAgent sends the 

proposal to AC_Agent as sibling to sibling. From line 24 until line 26 there is exchange 

of messaging between the AC_Agent and its child (cur_status) which is a memory cell to 
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know whether the current status is “on” or “off”. As can be seen in Figure 6-2, the current 

status for the AC_Agent is ‘on’ therefore, in the 27 AC_Agent  will send ‘reject’ to 

negAfent because of that the negAgent sends to its child ambient prioritising the name of 

both the initiating and the involved agents to determine the priority for which of them. In 

line 29, the reply is vent_Agent hence, the vent_Agent is informed that it has priority as 

shown in line 30. The last line shows that the negAgent sends to its sibling ven_fan the 

proposal to be switched on with value 100. 

The second proposal from the ventilation service is to fully open window1, which 

cannot be compromised. This is received by the negotiator and delivered to the AC agent. 

The AC agent checks its current status, which is ‘on’; therefore, it informs the negotiator 

that it cannot accept the proposal and there can be no compromise for this feature (Table 

6.2). However, because the AC agent has other features which are less important than the 

proposed feature and can be compromised, it will send a counter proposal, offering the 

advantage of its least important feature. In this case, the counter proposal will be ‘set door 

100’, i.e. fully open the door. The negotiator will deliver the counter proposal to the 

ventilation agent. Before considering the counter proposal the ventilation agent will first 

check if it has priority over the AC agent. Because in this case it has higher priority, it 

will reject the counter proposal and the negotiator will send the original proposal, to fully 

open window1, to the targeted device (Figure 6-3).  

In this proposal, the behaviour of vent_Agent ambient is modelled in CCA as follows: 
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Pvent_Agent ≙  ! negAgent :: send(vent_Agent , window1, set, 100) .  

negAgent ∷ recv(r) . (r=counterProposal)?negAgent::recv(m). 

 (¬ (m=vent_Agent))?negAgent::recv(a,d,v1).{ 

 ((a = set and d=window2 and v1=100) or (a=set and d=door and 

v1=100))?negAgent::send(accept).0} 

 

   

Figure 6-3: Execution of the second proposal in scenario one 

 

In the third and fourth proposals respectively, the ventilation agent requests window2 

and the door to be fully opened. These proposals are similar to each other in that each can 

be compromised by both the initiating and involved agents. Their results are depicted in 
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Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5  respectively. The negotiator sends the proposals one by one to 

the AC agent, which examines its current state and sends the ‘compromise’ reply 

accordingly. Because these features can also be compromised by the ventilation agent, 

the negotiator will calculate a compromise performance value for each, using the 

following equation:  

(feature performance value in proposal + feature performance value in involved 

agent) / 2 

  (100 + 0) /2 = 50 
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Figure 6-4: Execution of the third proposal in scenario one 

 

The behaviour of vent_Agent ambient for this proposal is modelled in CCA as follows: 

 

Pvent_Agent ≙  ! negAgent :: send(vent_Agent , window2, set, 100) .  

negAgent ∷ recv(r) . (r=counterProposal)?negAgent::recv(m). 

 (¬ (m=vent_Agent))?negAgent::recv(a,d,v1).{ 

 ((a = set and d=door and v1=100))?negAgent::send(accept).0} 
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While the behaviour of vent_Agent for the last proposal is modelled as follows: 

Pvent_Agent ≙  ! negAgent :: send(vent_Agent , door, set, 100) .  

                 negAgent ∷ recv(r).0 

 

 

Figure 6-5: Execution of the fourth proposal in scenario one 

 

The outcomes of the above scenario are thus to keep the ventilation fan and AC 

switched on, window1 fully open and window2 and the door half open. In this negotiation, 
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the two services reached a compromise allowing them work simultaneously with a slight 

advantage for the ventilation agent, which had priority, as can be seen in Figure 6-6.  

 

Figure 6-6: The negotiation result of the first scenario 

 

In scenario two, where the AC agent has priority, the negotiation will be as follows.   

The first proposal is to switch on the ventilation fan. Although the AC agent has priority, 

this proposal will be accepted because that particular feature, i.e. switching on the fan, 

can be compromised by the AC agent while being necessary for the initiating agent. 

The second proposal is to fully open window1, which is a feature that cannot be 

compromised by either the initiating agent (ventilation) or the involved agent (AC). 

Accordingly, the AC agent, after checking its current status, will send a counter proposal 

to set the door to 100, because this is its least important feature. The ventilation agent will 

receive the counter proposal and because it does not have priority and because the door 
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being fully opened is one of the current features that it wants to perform, it will accept the 

counter proposal (Figure 6-7). 

 

Figure 6-7: Execution of the second proposal in scenario two 

 

The third proposal is to fully open window2, a feature that can be compromised by 

both agents; therefore, the negotiator will instruct window2 to be opened halfway, in a 

similar result to that of the same proposal in scenario one (Figure 6-4). 
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The fourth proposal, which is to set the door to 100, i.e. to fully open it, will not be 

sent, because the task concerned has already been done in fulfilment of the counter 

proposal for the second proposal.    

Because the priority in the second scenario was for the AC agent, the outcome was 

slightly different from that of the first negotiation: the ventilation fan and AC were 

switched on and window2 was half open, as in the first scenario, but window1 was closed 

and the door was fully open. In this case, the two services were also able to function 

simultaneously with an advantage for the AC agent, which had priority, as can be seen in 

Figure 6-8. 

 

Figure 6-8: The negotiation result of the second scenario 
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6.11  Summary 

This chapter has demonstrated the evaluation of the ABNA using ccaPL as the 

execution part of CCA. The case study included two typical services from the smart home 

system environment, namely ventilation and air conditioning. The properties of the 

ABNA have been validated and the negotiation approach showed its ability to allow 

conflicting services to operate simultaneously. It was important to consider the effect of 

priority on the output of the negotiation, so two scenarios were analysed.  
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7 Conclusions and Future Work  

Objectives 

 Summarise the research  

 Give the statement of evaluation 

 Highlight the research contributions  

 Suggest future work 
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7.1 Research Summary 

Smart home systems (SHS) are complex and include several services with multitude 

of features that respond to the preferences of multiple residents. Feature Interactions (FI) 

are an inevitable consequence which can prevent services functioning properly and may 

result in unpredictable behaviour of services provided by the SHS. 

The main goal of the current study was to develop an Agent-Based Negotiation 

Approach (ABNA) for FI detection and resolution in SHS. In literature there are several 

proposed solutions targeting FI in SHS, however they are proposed based on applying 

priority which solve the conflict between services by disabling one in favour of another.  

Additionally, most of solutions currently proposed, deal only with one type of FI i.e. 

policy-based or service-based.  

The significance of this approach lies in the fact that it allows negotiation enabling 

services with conflicted features of working simultaneously. What is more, it has the 

ability to deal with both type of FI i.e. policy-based and service-based. ABNA adopts 

agent-based negotiation which is a common approach and used extensively in some fields 

such as e-commerce systems, however, it is introduced by this study for the first time to 

detect and resolve both types of FI in SHS. In e-commerce, for example, negotiation is 

concerned uniquely with price, whereas the situation in SHS is more complex, because 

the smart home environment includes several parties, i.e. services and residents, with 

different objectives. Hence, the concept of features hierarchy was introduced enabling 

negotiation between services upon these features. 
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This study utilised an agent-based approach to model the stakeholders within the SHS 

because an agent possesses the required attributes of the actors in the system, namely 

services and residents. The study has shown that several features need to be achieved in 

order to satisfy the goals of these agents. A hierarchy of such features was presented to 

illustrate their priority in relation to the performance of each agent, then a computational 

model of the ABNA was proposed to demonstrate its components and to clarify the 

interactions between them. The nature of ABNA, which includes the use of agents and 

the interactions between them in a context-aware manner, drove us to choose CCA to 

formalise the approach. Therefore, the CCA mathematical notation was used to model the 

approach, then the execution environment was used to analyse and validate the properties 

of the ABNA. To facilitate the understanding of the ABNA and to evaluate its 

performance, a case study in the SHS environment was conducted. The CCA 

mathematical notation was again used in the modelling of the components and the 

interactions between them.     

7.2 Research Contributions  

The major contributions made by the research presented in this thesis can be 

summarised as follows: 

1- An agent-based negotiation approach has been developed for the detection and 

resolution of feature interactions in SHS. Its significance is that it enables services 

with conflicting features or contrary residents’ policies to work simultaneously. 
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2- The notion of a features hierarchy was presented. This principle is employed to 

organise features according to firstly, the importance of their functional contribution 

to the overall service function and secondly, based on their contribution to residents’ 

satisfaction.  

3- An agent-based model (ABNA) was presented, with comprehensive definitions 

of its components.  

4- A computational model of the ABNA was presented and used to explain the 

behaviour of different components when a proposal to perform a task is raised.   

5- The formal specification of the ABNA was presented using the mathematical 

notations of CCA. 

6- The formalisation and analysis of a case study of feature interactions in the SHS 

environment were successfully undertaken. 

7.3 Measures of Success Revisited 

In order to validate the ABNA, a case study was carried out. This involved analysing 

the properties of the ABNA for the detection and resolution of feature interactions in SHS. 

The following measures of success were met: 

 The ability of the ABNA to deal with both service-based and policy-based 

interactions 

The study has demonstrated that ABNA is a generic approach because it handles 

both service-based and policy-based interactions, enabling services with conflicting 

features or contrary residents’ policies to work simultaneously. 
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 Giving careful consideration to the implications of time constraints during 

negotiations 

A given negotiation session may involve several agents, so a long time may be 

required to reach a decision. This will negatively affect some services for which 

time is critical, such as security and safety services. The ABNA applies a deadline 

for each negotiation session to reach a compromise; otherwise the decision will be 

in favour of the agent with the highest priority according to the priority registry.  

 The ability of the ABNA to support scalability in terms of services and of 

residents   

The ABNA is flexible and scalable in terms of adding new services and residents 

to the established SHS. A dedicated agent will be assigned to the new service; all 

features of this service will be in order of priority and the associated extent to which 

they can be compromised. Similarly, any new resident will be modelled by an agent 

which keeps the preferences of that particular resident in order of priority and the 

associated extent to which they can be compromised. The new agents need to be 

added to the device-service registry and to the priority registry.   

 The ability of ABNA of avoiding deadlock during negotiation process 

Due to the adopted mechanism for the negotiation process in ABNA, deadlock is 

avoided. ABNA encourages agents to go through the negotiation process until an 

agreement is reached. However, if there is no agreement and the priority of agents 
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is the same, the agent which initiate the proposal takes the advantage. By applying 

this principle the deadlock is avoided.     

7.4 Limitations and Future Work 

The ABNA makes a novel contribution to the detection and resolution of FI in SHS 

in seeking compromise between conflicting agents before considering priority. However, 

it is based on certainty, in that its functionality depends on predefined criteria. Hence, the 

first dimension of related future work is for the ABNA to support uncertainty, by allowing 

the negotiator to be smart, employing a self-learning mechanism. This technique will 

enable the negotiator to monitor the behaviour of agents and record their reactions in 

different scenarios, so that future decisions can be taken more quickly in similar 

situations. 

The second dimension of future work is to implement the ABNA in the real world. 

This will allow the approach to be tested in a real smart home system in which there is a 

dynamic environment, exposing it to all of the factors necessary to provide a robust 

evaluation of the approach.  

Another dimension of future work is related to the degree of compromise in those 

features having a variable level of performance, as discussed in section 4.5.1. In the 

ABNA the method used to calculate the compromise in such features is to take the mid-

point. The ABNA needs to allow a fairer mechanism, taking account of the weight of the 

agent in comparison with other agents and the importance of the feature in the overall 

functionality of the service.  
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The final suggested dimension for future work is to employ the ABNA in larger scale 

smart locations such as hospitals and schools. Alternatively, it could be employed in other 

context-aware fields such as smart vehicles and smart transportation. We believe that the 

ABNA is generic and could be enhanced to provide FI detection and resolution solutions 

for CAS in general, not only in the field of smart home systems. 
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As stated earlier, one of the significant feature of CCA as a formalisation model is 

the execution part, called CCA Programming Language (ccaPL), which can be used to 

validate the modelling process and to support the evaluation of the negotiation approach. 

This section explores the syntax of ccaPL, its context expression and its execution 

architecture.  

Syntax of ccaPL 

ccaPL is used to feed CCA processes into a computer using any available text editor. 

However, CCA includes some symbols which are not available to enter directly using the 

keyboard and not readable to the computer, such as ¬ and ↑. Therefore, ccaPL uses 

alternative symbols to represent CCA in a computer-readable form. Processes, capabilities 

and locations are shown, Table A.1and Table A.2 respectively.  

 

 

Table A.1: Processes of ccaPL 

CCA ccaPL Description 

0 0 inactivity 

n [P] n [P] ambient n 

E|P E|P parallel composition 

!P !(P) replication 

(vn) P new (n) P restriction 

κ?M.P < k > M.P context-guarded capability  

{ P } { P } brackets 

n▹(ỹ).P proc n (ỹ).P process abstraction n 
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Table A.2: Location of ccaPL 

CCA α ccaPL α Description 

↑  @ any parent 

n ↑  n @ parent n 

↓  # any child 

n ↓  n # child n 

::  :: any sibling 

n ::  n :: sibling n 

ϵ ϵ local 

 

 

Table A.3: Capabilities of ccaPL 

CCA ccaPL Description 

in n  in n move into ambient n 

out  out move out 

α x (ỹ) α x (ỹ) process call 

α recv (ỹ) α recv (ỹ) input 

α send (ỹ) α send (ỹ output 

del n  del n delete ambient n 

 

To illustrate how to translate from CCA to ccaPL, let us consider the following 

example of a process to send a proposal from negAgent to its child ambient delivering 

including all necessary parameters, i.e. the name of the initiating agent, device (d) and 

action (a). 

In CCA the process is represented as follows: 

negAgent [delivering ↓ send(iniAgent , d, a) | delivering  ↓ 

recv(iniAgent,d,a).0] 

whereas in ccaPL the process above is represented as follows: 

 negAgent[delivering#send(iniAgent, d,a)| delivering#recv(iniAgent,d,a).0] 
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Context Expressions of ccaPL  

The equivalents of the context expressions described in chapter 3 are shown in Table 

A.4 Similar to the syntax of ccaPL, symbols which are unreadable to the computer are 

changed to readable ones that can be written using a normal text editor. 

Table A.4: Context Expressions of ccaPL 

CCA ccaPL Description 

True  true true 

t = r  t = r name match 

κ1|κ2  κ1|κ2  parallel composition 

¬ κ not(κ) negation 

κ1 ∧ κ2   κ1 and κ2   conjunction 

κ1 ∨ κ2   κ1 or  κ2   disjunction  

⊕κ  next (κ) spatial next modality 

✧κ somewhere (κ) somewhere modality 
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The codes of ccaPL are presented in this appendix cover the four scenarios which have 

been explained  in the case study. 

SCENARIO I  

In this scenario proposal is accepted by the involved agent  

 

def isON(n) = {n = on} 

def isAccept(m) ={m = accept} 

def isCompromise(o) = {o= on} 

//display code 

END_DECLS 

//  

 

/* the ambient counterProp sends the counter proposal to negAgent as a new proposal on behalf of 

the iniAgent.  

   It also keep count of the number of counter proposals associate with an initial proposal */ 

counterProp [ 

            ! negAgent::recv(count,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v). 

             let c=count+1 in negAgent::send(c,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

] 

| 

negAgent [ 

  !::recv(count, ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v1).    

  delivering#send(ciniAgent, d,a).delivering#recv(invAgent). { 

                            <invAgent=none>d::send(a,v1).0 | 

                            <not(invAgent=none)>invAgent::send(d,a).invAgent::recv(r, v2). { 

  <r=accept> d::send(a,v1).iniAgent::send(accepted).0 

  | 
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  <r=compromise> 

  

compromising#send(d,a,v1,v2).compromising#recv(v3).d::send(a,v3).iniAgent::send(compromise

d).0 

   | 

  <r=counterProposal and count <= 5>  

  invAgent::recv(a,d,v).iniAgent::send(counterProposal).iniAgent::send(a,d,v). 

  iniAgent::recv(r2). <r2=accept>counterProp::send(count,invAgent,iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

/*v::send(a,v) .0 */ 

  | 

  <(r=counterProposal) or (r=reject)> 

  prioritising#send(iniAgent,invAgent).prioritising#recv(m). iniAgent::send(m). 

  <m=iniAgent> d::send(a,v1). 0 

  

  } 

  } 

| 

delivering [ 

  !@recv(ciniAgent,d,a).{ 

    

  < not(ciniAgent=AC_Agent) and ((d=airCon and a =off) or(d=door and a =set and 

not(v=0))  or (d=window1 and a=set and not(v=0)) or (d=window2 and a=set and not(v=0) ) or 

(d=vent_fan and a=on))> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

     <not(ciniAgent=Vent_Agent) and ((d=vent_fan and a =off) or(d=door and a =close)  or 

(d=window1 and a=close) or (d=window2 and a=close )) > @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

  <not(ciniAgent=Ent_Agent) and ((d=curtain and a =open) or(v=light1 and a =bright)  or 

(d=light2 and a=bright) or (d=window2 and a=close )or (d=speakers)) > @send(Ent_Agent).0 | 

  @send(none).0 

 

       

       } 
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     ] 

| 

compromising [ 

    !negAgent@recv(d,a,v1,v2). { 

 let v3 = (v1 + v2)/2 in @send(v3).0} 

 ] 

| 

prioritising [ 

   ! negAgent@recv(iniAgent,invAgent). { 

                    <iniAgent=saftyAgent or invAgent=saftyAgent> @send(saftyAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=securityAgent and not (invAgent=saftyAgent)> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    < not(iniAgent=saftyAgent) and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Ent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and Ent_Agent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0    

                } 

 ] 

 ] 

 | 

 AC_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(on).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 
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     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a = set and (d=window2 or d=door) and not(v=0)) > 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(reject,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (d=airCon)> negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). 

negAgent::send(set,window2,100).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=window1 and not(v=0))> 

negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). negAgent::send(set,door,100).0 

 

   } 

  ] 

| 

 Vent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=door and not(v=100))> 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a=off and  d=vent_fan) or (a = set and d=window1 and 

not(v=100))) > negAgent::send(reject).0 

   | <d=door1 or d=window1 or d=window2 or d=vent_fan> @send(0).0 
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   } 

 | 

 negAgent::send(0, _, Vent_Agent, 

vent_fan,on,100).negAgent::recv(decision).<decision=counterProposal>negAgent::recv(m). 

 <not (m=Vent_Agent)>negAgent::recv(a,d,v).{ 

  

 <(a = open and v=window1) or (a = open and d=window2) or (a=open and d=door1) or 

(a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept).0 } 

  ] 

| 

 Ent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a = open and d=curtain1) or (a=on and d=light1) or (a= 

on and d=light2))> negAgent::send(compromise).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=off and d=TV)> negAgent::send(reject).0 

   } 

  ] 

| 

window1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 
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window2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

door [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

curtain1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

airCon [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

 

| 

vent_fan [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 
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SCENARIO II 

In this scenario the involved agent send a counter proposal but because the initiating 

agent has the priority it rejects the counter proposal and the original proposal is 

performed.    

 

def isON(n) = {n = on} 

def isAccept(m) ={m = accept} 

def isCompromise(o) = {o= on} 

//display code 

END_DECLS 

// The counter proposal is rejected 

 

/* the ambient counterProp sends the counter proposal to negAgent as a new proposal on behalf of 

the iniAgent.  

   It also keep count of the number of counter proposals associate with an initial proposal */ 

counterProp [ 

            ! negAgent::recv(count,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v). 

             let c=count+1 in negAgent::send(c,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

] 

| 

negAgent [ 

  !::recv(count, ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v1).    

  delivering#send(ciniAgent, d,a).delivering#recv(invAgent). { 

                            <invAgent=none>d::send(a,v1).0 | 

                            <not(invAgent=none)>invAgent::send(d,a).invAgent::recv(r, v2). { 

  <r=accept> d::send(a,v1).iniAgent::send(accepted).0 
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  | 

  <r=compromise> 

  

compromising#send(d,a,v1,v2).compromising#recv(v3).d::send(a,v3).iniAgent::send(compromise

d).0 

   | 

  <r=counterProposal and count <= 5>  

  invAgent::recv(a,d,v).iniAgent::send(counterProposal).iniAgent::send(a,d,v). 

  iniAgent::recv(r2). <r2=accept>counterProp::send(count,invAgent,iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

/*v::send(a,v) .0 */ 

  | 

  <(r=counterProposal) or (r=reject)> 

  prioritising#send(iniAgent,invAgent).prioritising#recv(m). iniAgent::send(m). 

  <m=iniAgent> d::send(a,v1). 0 

  

  } 

  } 

| 

delivering [ 

  !@recv(ciniAgent,d,a).{ 

    

  < not(ciniAgent=AC_Agent) and ((d=airCon and a =off) or(d=door and a =set and 

not(v=0))  or (d=window1 and a=set and not(v=0)) or (d=window2 and a=set and not(v=0) ) or 

(d=vent_fan and a=on))> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

     <not(ciniAgent=Vent_Agent) and ((d=vent_fan and a =off) or(d=door and a =close)  or 

(d=window1 and a=close) or (d=window2 and a=close )) > @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

  <not(ciniAgent=Ent_Agent) and ((d=curtain and a =open) or(v=light1 and a =bright)  or 

(d=light2 and a=bright) or (d=window2 and a=close )or (d=speakers)) > @send(Ent_Agent).0 | 

  @send(none).0 
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       } 

 

     ] 

| 

compromising [ 

    !negAgent@recv(d,a,v1,v2). { 

 let v3 = (v1 + v2)/2 in @send(v3).0} 

 ] 

| 

prioritising [ 

   ! negAgent@recv(iniAgent,invAgent). { 

                    <iniAgent=saftyAgent or invAgent=saftyAgent> @send(saftyAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=securityAgent and not (invAgent=saftyAgent)> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    < not(iniAgent=saftyAgent) and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Ent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and Ent_Agent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0    

                } 

 ] 

 ] 

 | 

 AC_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(on).0  
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    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a = set and (d=window2 or d=door) and not(v=0)) > 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (d=airCon)> negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). 

negAgent::send(set,window2,100).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=window1 and not(v=0))> 

negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). negAgent::send(set,door,100).0 

 

   } 

  ] 

| 

 Vent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=door and not(v=100))> 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a=off and  d=vent_fan) or (a = set and d=window1 and 

not(v=100))) > negAgent::send(reject).0 
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   | <d=door1 or d=window1 or d=window2 or d=vent_fan> @send(0).0 

   } 

 | 

 negAgent::send(0, _, Vent_Agent, 

vent_fan,on,100).negAgent::recv(decision).<decision=counterProposal>negAgent::recv(m). 

 <not (m=Vent_Agent)>negAgent::recv(a,d,v).{ 

  

 <(a = open and v=window1) or (a = open and d=window2) or (a=open and d=door1) or 

(a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept).0 } 

  ] 

| 

 Ent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a = open and d=curtain1) or (a=on and d=light1) or (a= 

on and d=light2))> negAgent::send(compromise).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=off and d=TV)> negAgent::send(reject).0 

   } 

  ] 

| 

window1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 
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| 

window2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

door [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

curtain1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

airCon [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

 

| 

vent_fan [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 
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  ] 

 

SCENARIO III  

In this scenario proposal is compromised as both agents the initiating and the involved 

are happy to compromise 

 

BEGIN_DECLS 

def isON(n) = {n = on} 

def isAccept(m) ={m = accept} 

def isCompromise(o) = {o= on} 

//display code 

END_DECLS 

// The proposal is compromised 

 

/* the ambient counterProp sends the counter proposal to negAgent as a new proposal on behalf of 

the iniAgent.  

   It also keep count of the number of counter proposals associate with an initial proposal */ 

counterProp [ 

            ! negAgent::recv(count,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v). 

             let c=count+1 in negAgent::send(c,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

] 

| 

negAgent [ 

  !::recv(count, ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v1).    

  delivering#send(ciniAgent, d,a).delivering#recv(invAgent). { 

                            <invAgent=none>v::send(a,v1).0 | 

                            <not(invAgent=none)>invAgent::send(d,a).invAgent::recv(r, v2). { 

  <r=accept> d::send(a,v1).iniAgent::send(accepted).0 
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  | 

  <r=compromise> 

  

compromising#send(d,a,v1,v2).compromising#recv(v3).d::send(a,v3).iniAgent::send(compromise

d).0 

   | 

  <r=counterProposal and count <= 5>  

  invAgent::recv(a,d,v).iniAgent::send(counterProposal).iniAgent::send(a,d,v). 

  iniAgent::recv(r2). <r2=accept>counterProp::send(count,invAgent,iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

/*v::send(a,v) .0 */ 

  | 

  <(r=counterProposal) or (r=reject)> 

  prioritising#send(iniAgent,invAgent).prioritising#recv(m). iniAgent::send(m). 

  <m=iniAgent> d::send(a,v1). 0 

  

  } 

  } 

| 

delivering [ 

  !@recv(ciniAgent,d,a).{ 

    

  < not(ciniAgent=AC_Agent) and ((d=airCon and a =off) or(d=door and a =set and 

not(v=0))  or (d=window1 and a=set and not(v=0)) or (d=window2 and a=set and not(v=0) ) or 

(d=vent_fan and a=on))> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

     <not(ciniAgent=Vent_Agent) and ((d=vent_fan and a =off) or(d=door and a =close)  or 

(d=window1 and a=close) or (d=window2 and a=close )) > @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

  <not(ciniAgent=Ent_Agent) and ((d=curtain and a =open) or(v=light1 and a =bright)  or 

(d=light2 and a=bright) or (d=window2 and a=close )or (d=speakers)) > @send(Ent_Agent).0 | 

  @send(none).0 
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       } 

 

     ] 

| 

compromising [ 

    !negAgent@recv(d,a,v1,v2). { 

 let v3 = (v1 + v2)/2 in @send(v3).0} 

 ] 

| 

prioritising [ 

   ! negAgent@recv(iniAgent,invAgent). { 

                    <iniAgent=saftyAgent or invAgent=saftyAgent> @send(saftyAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=securityAgent and not (invAgent=saftyAgent)> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    < not(iniAgent=saftyAgent) and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Ent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and Ent_Agent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0    

                } 

 ] 

 ] 

 | 

 AC_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(on).0  
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    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a = set and d=window2 and not(v=0))> 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (d=airCon)> negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). 

negAgent::send(set,window2,100).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=window1 and not(v=0))> 

negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). negAgent::send(set,door,100).0 

 

   } 

  ] 

| 

 Vent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=door1 and not(v=100))> 

negAgent::send(compromise,50).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a=off and  d=vent_fan) or (a = set and d=window1 and 

not(v=100))) > negAgent::send(reject).0 
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   | <d=door1 or d=window1 or d=window2 or d=vent_fan> @send(0).0 

   } 

 | 

 negAgent::send(0, _, Vent_Agent, 

window2,set,100).negAgent::recv(decision).<decision=counterProposal>negAgent::recv(m). 

 <not (m=Vent_Agent)>negAgent::recv(a,d,v).{ 

  

 <(a = open and v=window1) or (a = open and d=window2) or (a=open and d=door1) or 

(a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept).0 } 

  ] 

| 

 Ent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a = open and d=curtain1) or (a=on and d=light1) or (a= 

on and d=light2))> negAgent::send(compromise).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=off and d=TV)> negAgent::send(reject).0 

   } 

  ] 

| 

window1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 
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| 

window2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

Door1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

curtain1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

airCon [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

 

| 

vent_fan [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 
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  ] 

    

SCENARIO IV 

In this scenario the involved agent send a counter proposal and because the initiating 

agent does not have the priority it accepts the counter proposal. 

BEGIN_DECLS 

def isON(n) = {n = on} 

def isAccept(m) ={m = accept} 

def isCompromise(o) = {o= on} 

//display code 

END_DECLS 

// the counter proposal is accepted because the priority is for the involved agent 

 

 

/* the ambient counterProp sends the counter proposal to negAgent as a new proposal on behalf of 

the iniAgent.  

   It also keep count of the number of counter proposals associate with an initial proposal */ 

counterProp [ 

            ! negAgent::recv(count,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v). 

             let c=count+1 in negAgent::send(c,ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

] 

| 

negAgent [ 

  !::recv(count, ciniAgent, iniAgent, d,a,v1).    

  delivering#send(ciniAgent, d,a).delivering#recv(invAgent). { 

                            <invAgent=none>d::send(a,v1).0 | 

                            <not(invAgent=none)>invAgent::send(d,a).invAgent::recv(r, v2). { 

  <r=accept> d::send(a,v1).iniAgent::send(accepted).0 
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  | 

  <r=compromise> 

  

compromising#send(d,a,v1,v2).compromising#recv(v3).d::send(a,v3).iniAgent::send(compromise

d).0 

   | 

  <r=counterProposal and count <= 5>  

  invAgent::recv(a,d,v).iniAgent::send(counterProposal).iniAgent::send(a,d,v). 

  iniAgent::recv(r2). <r2=accept>counterProp::send(count,invAgent,iniAgent, d,a,v).0 

/*v::send(a,v) .0 */ 

  | 

  <(r=counterProposal) or (r=reject)> 

  prioritising#send(iniAgent,invAgent).prioritising#recv(m). iniAgent::send(m). 

  <m=iniAgent> d::send(a,v1). 0 

  

  } 

  } 

| 

delivering [ 

  !@recv(ciniAgent,d,a).{ 

    

  < not(ciniAgent=AC_Agent) and ((d=airCon and a =off) or(d=door and a =set and 

not(v=0))  or (d=window1 and a=set and not(v=0)) or (d=window2 and a=set and not(v=0) ) or 

(d=vent_fan and a=on))> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

     <not(ciniAgent=Vent_Agent) and ((d=vent_fan and a =off) or(d=door and a =close)  or 

(d=window1 and a=close) or (d=window2 and a=close )) > @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

  <not(ciniAgent=Ent_Agent) and ((d=curtain and a =open) or(v=light1 and a =bright)  or 

(d=light2 and a=bright) or (d=window2 and a=close )or (d=speakers)) > @send(Ent_Agent).0 | 

  @send(none).0 
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       } 

 

     ] 

| 

compromising [ 

    !negAgent@recv(d,a,v1,v2). { 

 let v3 = (v1 + v2)/2 in @send(v3).0} 

 ] 

| 

prioritising [ 

   ! negAgent@recv(iniAgent,invAgent). { 

                    <iniAgent=saftyAgent or invAgent=saftyAgent> @send(saftyAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=securityAgent and not (invAgent=saftyAgent)> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    < not(iniAgent=saftyAgent) and invAgent=securityAgent> @send(securityAgent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=AC_Agent and invAgent=Ent_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Vent_Agent and Ent_Agent=AC_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=AC_Agent> @send(AC_Agent).0| 

                    <iniAgent=Ent_Agent and invAgent=Vent_Agent> @send(Vent_Agent).0    

                } 

 ] 

 ] 

 | 

 AC_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(on).0  
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    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(d,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a = set and (d=window2 or d=door) and not(v=0)) > 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and (d=airCon)> negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). 

negAgent::send(set,window2,100).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=window1 and not(v=0))> 

negAgent::send(counterProposal,0). negAgent::send(set,door,100).0 

 

   } 

  ] 

| 

 Vent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=set and d=door and not(v=100))> 

negAgent::send(compromise,0).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a=off and  d=vent_fan) or (a = set and d=window1 and 

not(v=100))) > negAgent::send(reject).0 
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   | <d=door1 or d=window1 or d=window2 or d=vent_fan> @send(0).0 

   } 

 | 

 negAgent::send(0, _, Vent_Agent, 

window1,set,100).negAgent::recv(decision).<decision=counterProposal>negAgent::recv(m). 

 <not (m=Vent_Agent)>negAgent::recv(a,d,v).{ 

  

 <(a = open and v=window1) or (a = open and d=window2) or (a=open and d=door1) or 

(a= on and d=vent_fan)>negAgent::send(accept).0 } 

  ] 

| 

 Ent_Agent[ 

      cur_status[ 

       send(off).0  

    | !@recv().recv(w).{send(w).0 | @send(w).0} 

     | !@recv(x).recv(y).{send(x).0 | @send().0} 

   ] 

   | 

  !negAgent::recv(v,a).cur_status#send().cur_status#recv(status).{ 

       <not isON(status)> negAgent::send(accept).0 

   |<isON(status) and ((a = open and d=curtain1) or (a=on and d=light1) or (a= 

on and d=light2))> negAgent::send(compromise).0 

   |<isON(status) and (a=off and d=TV)> negAgent::send(reject).0 

   } 

  ] 

| 

window1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 
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| 

window2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

door [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

curtain1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

airCon [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light1 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

| 

light2 [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0 

  ] 

 

| 

vent_fan [ 

     !negAgent::recv(a,v3).0  ] 


